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Abstract 
The master equation is introduced through a review of Brownian 
motion (normal diffusion). Anomalous diffusion is then shown to 
arise due to violation of the Central Limit Theorem in disordered 
system. Three models of hopping transport in one dimension are 
defined and solved by scaling arguments. They share the common 
feature to possess many length and time scales, and they show 
non-Markovian behaviour as well as quasilocalization effect. A 
Renormalization Group (RG) method called the Length Scale 
Renormalization (LSR) is introduced and applied to one of our 
models. Various transport exponents can be calculated by that 
method and in addition, a functional form of G(x) - exp(-x^) which 
accounts for typical relaxation behaviour in disordered systems is 
obtained for the diffusion front. 
Diffusion on systems with hierarchical barriers is also 
studied. Besides LSR, an exact RG transformation which preserves 
the hierarchical structure is performed and the lattice Green 
function is calculated. Some rough simulation results on the 
moments of the range R , i.e., the number of distinct sites 
n 
visited in a random walk, are also presented. 
We then turn to the case of asymmetric transfer rates. Scaling 
theory predicts that the drift process is sublinear and there 
exists a crossover of the scaling of the frequency dependent 
electrical conductivity as the bias is switched on. At the end of 
that analysis, we present LSR data that give the diffusion-drift 
crossover diagram under an additional bias. 
— l i i -
r! 
The diffusion models considered have a lot of physical 
realizations such as lattice vibration, electrical line and 
magnetic models. It is also closely related to the random resistor 
network (RRN) problem. These are addressed and briefly discussed 
at the end of this report. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1905, Pearson [1] proposed the first random walk (RW) 
problem : a man walks a distance £’ turns at an arbitrary angle 
and then walks another distance i and so on, what then the 
probability of finding the man a distance r from the starting 
point is after N such steps. Immediately, Lord Rayleigh [2] 
formulated the problem as the superposition of N vibrations of the 
same period. This report is to investigate what will happen when 
the man has to jump over fences of very different height during 
his walk. In physical terms, diffusion of classical particles 
(excitations) in inhomogeneous (disordered) media is to be 
studied, while Lord Rayleigh，s insight will be seen to lead to the 
statement of the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) in statistics. The 
motivation is to gain knowledge of transport processes and 
relaxation behaviour in disordered material. A stochastic approach 
(the Master Equation (ME)) is used and its equivalence with a RW 
enables us to perform simulation of the transport processes. The 
subject is termed anomalous diffusion because the kind of disorder 
we consider not only changes the values of the diffusion 
coefficient but also the basic law of diffusion. 
We distinguished two kinds of disorder here : the 
configurational and geometrical (topological) disorder. The first 
one, which consists of a regular discrete lattice, can be 
introduced by either site disorder or bond disorder. Only the 
latter, being realized as random transfer rates, is considered in 
this report. In the other way, geometrical disorder is now usually 
1 
modeled by means of fractals and percolation theory. For a 
detailed review, see ref. [8]. Except scaling theory, analytical 
treatment of this kind of disorder is usually lacking. The 
diffusion problem in one dimension attracted much interest because 
of its simplicity as well as possessing important applications 
through its relation with electrical conduction problem. 
[3] - [7]. Progress was rapidly gained since the formulation of 
the model by Alexander et. al. in ref. [3]. Exact solution for 
their model was obtained by solving the resulted integral 
equation. Our studies in this report is mainly based on their 
formulation. Besides the power law distribution of transfer rates 
defined in ref. [3], we will also study a deterministic 
hierarchical distribution. The very nice structure of it can allow 
one to obtain analytical results. 
The outline of this report is as followed. In this chapter, the 
ME is introduced through a review of Brownian motion (normal 
diffusion), anomalous then is seen to arise due to violation of 
the Central Limit Theorem. Some general relations are also 
developed. Three models of hopping transport are to be defined and 
solved by scaling arguments in chapter 2. They share the common 
feature to possess many length and time scales and they show 
non-Markovian behaviour as well as quasilocalization effect. In 
chapter 3, a Renormalization Group (RG) method called the Length 
Scale Renormalization (LSR) is introduced and applied to one of 
our models. A functional form which accounts for typical 
relaxation behaviour in disordered systems is obtained for the 
diffusion front. The above mentioned hierarchical system is 
defined then in chapter 4. Besides LSR, an exact RG transformation 
2 
which preserves the hierarchical structure is performed and the 
lattice Green function is calculated. Some rough simulation 
results on the range, i.e., the number of distinct sites visited 
in a RW, are also presented. In chapter 6, we turn to the case of 
asymmetric transfer rates. Scaling theory predicts that the drift 
process is sublinear and there exists a crossover of the scaling 
of the conductivity as the bias is switched on. At the end of the 
chapter, we present LSR data that give the diffusion-drift 
crossover diagram under an additional bias. The diffusion models 
considered have a lot of physical realizations such as lattice 
vibration and magnetic models. It is also closely related to the 
random resistor network (RRN) problem. These are addressed in 
chapter 6. Finally, chapter 7 is devoted to the conclusion of this 
report and some further discussions. Lengthy derivations are 
placed to the appendices. 
3 
1.1 Normal Diffusion 
This section serves as an overview of the main equations used 
and results obtained in Brownian motion of classical particles. To 
the latter we can see how they modify the law of diffusion when 
disorder is introduced. The treatment here follows references [9] 
and [11]. 
Consider a particle performing a RW in three-dimensional 
space. The problem is to find the conditional probability 
P(n, t 0) of finding the particle at site n at time t when it 
started at site t at time 0. Under the Markovian assumption of the 
motion (i.e. each walk is independent of the previous one), 
P(n,t|t,0) has to satisfy the Chapman-KoImogorov equation : 
P(n, t l t o ) = P(n,t|m,t' ) P(m, t' lt,0) (1.1.1) 
m 
where t > t' > 0. If we now fix some kind of lattice into the 
space (n, in, etc. are then the positions of the lattice sites), 
and let the diffusion be governed by a constant transfer rate per 
unit time 厂 from a site to one of its nearest neighbour. In a 
short time step At, we have 
TAt n, in nearest neighbour 
P ( n , t ' + A t I m , ) = ‘ l-zFAt n = m 
0 otherwise 
where z is the coordination number (number of nearest neighbour) 
of the lattice. Using this transfer rate we can expand 
P(n, t+At \t, 0) by a Taylor series, and in the limit At —> 0 we 
4 
obtain the master equation (ME): 
^ P(n,t|t0) = r y [P(i^,t|t,0) - P(n,t|t,0) ] (1.1.2) 
St L< L J 
( m , n ) 
((m,n) denotes nearest neighbour summation) which is the central 
equation in the study of stochastic processes. In this example of 
ordered lattice, the master equation can be easily solved by 
Fourier and then Laplace Transformation (FT and LT). The latter is 
defined by 
00 
P(良 s) = r dt exp(-st) P(lc, t) (1. 1.3) 
0 . 
The resultant equation for P(lc, s) is just 
( s - zr [pit) - 1] ) Pits) = P(lc,t=0) 二 1 (1.1.4) 
where p(ic) is the structure function of the lattice. (It is the 
Fourier transform of the transition probability, i.e. r in this 
case.) For example, for d-dimensional hypercubic lattice with 
lattice constant a, 
1 d 
p(g) = i ^ cos(ak.) (1.1.5) 
i = l . 
Inverse Laplace transform of P(k,s) gives us 
P ( 1 1 ) = exp( -zr[l_p(k)]t ) (1.1.6) 
Moments of the conditional probability P(n,t|t,0) are of great 
interest to us throughout our discussion in later sections. In 
particular, the second moment which is just the mean-square 
5 
displacement of the random walker, is the second derivative of 
P(lc, t ) : 
r^(t) = - V^ P ( l t ) , ^ (1.1.7) 
k k=0 . 
For simple cubic lattice, using (1.1.5), we then come to the 
important result that the mean-square displacement is proportional 
to time ： 
r^(t) = 2dra^t . (1.1.8) 
In eq. (1.1.8), Fa^ can be defined as the diffusion coefficient 
which is a constant in this case of normal diffusion : 
D = ra2 = 甚 （1.1.9) 
in which T is the mean residence time of the particle at a site. 
This is Einstein relation which relate fluctuation (D) and 
mobility (1/T)^, and was first obtained by Einstein in his pioneer 
study of Brownian motion. [12] The final solution of the master 
equation is then the inverse Fourier transform of (1.1.6): 
d p TT/a d 
P(n, t) = 一 ~ - e x p ( - 2 d r t ) d k ^(exp[ik^n.a-Zrtcos(k^a)]) 
(27t)d J-Tl/a i= 1 
d 
=exp(-2drt) yj I . (Zrt) (1.1.10) 
i = l 1 
where I is the modified Bessel function of order ni. By the 
m 
1 See Appendix B for details of these and the generalization of 
the relation. 
6 
asymptotic property of the Bessel function in the long time limit, 
the autocorrelation function, i.e., the probability of the 
particle to return to the starting point at time t is found to be 
t) = (47rrt)-"2 (1.1.11) 
Let us also take a further look at the situation in 1-d, which 
will be the main stage of our discussion in subsequent chapters. 
In 1-d, z=2 and the structure function p(k)=cos(ka). Let the 
position of the random walker be x=na and in the continuum limit 
of a —> 0, 
P(k,t) = exp(-2r[l-cos(ka)] t) 二 exp(-Dk^t) (1.1.12) 
By noting that the above P(k,t) = <exp(ikx)> is the characteristic 
function of the Gaussian distribution, we come to the well known 
result that the 1-d diffusion problem has the expanding Gaussian 
function as its solution (Fig. 1.1): 
2 
P ( x ’ t | 0 ’ 0 ) = — — ^ e x p ) (1.1.13) 
(47rDt) . 
Note also that P(x，t|0,0) is the solution of the equations in 
classical diffusion theory, namely 
Pick's law : J = -D疗p (1.1.14) 
Continuity equation : 襄 + j = 0 (1.1.15) 
from which the diffusion equation 




For the sake of further reference, we stress three scaling 
results here. They are : the mean-square displacement scales 
linearly with time and the autocorrelation function scales as 
in l-d, i.e., 
r^(t) - t (1.1.17) 
P(0’t) ~ 严 . （ 1 . 1 . 1 8 ) 
Combining (1.1.17) and (1.1.18) we have 
r ^ t ) ~ P(0,t)"^ (1.1.19) 
Relation (1.1.19) can be shown to be general even in the case of 
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Fig. 1.1 The expanding Gaussian function as a solution of 
the 1-d diffusion equation. 
9 
1.2 Statistical Origin of Anomalous Diffusion 
We would like to recast the RW problem into a statistical one. 
There are two advantages of doing this : firstly we can make 
apparent the links between the physical Brownian motion considered 
in physics and what mathematicians had done in the theory of 
statistics ； and secondly some insight of how we introduce 
disorder into our diffusion model can be gained. From the 
following discussion, we can see that the asymptotic behaviour of 
the RW considered in the last section is the consequence of the 
Central Limit Theorem (CLT), and when one of the conditions of the 
CLT is violated (anomalous diffusion then occurs), it has to be 
substituted by a more general stable law of limit distributions. 
Consider again the RW problem proposed by Pearson. For 
simplicity of notation, we restrict the consideration to one 
dimension, and let the quantity that change during the walk be the 
length of each step instead of the phase angle (the direction of 
walk) as considered in the original Pearson's problem in two 
dimensional plane in which the step length was kept constant. 
Suppose at the nth step, the walker, taking a time interval T, 
performs a jump of length £ taken independently from a probability 
density p(£). (The range of i is from -« to oo, i.e., positive i 
corresponds to a right jump and a negative one a left jump.) After 
a time of t = NT, the position of the walker is then given by 
X = y £ (1.2.1) 
N L n 
n = l 
The question is to find the probability distribution of X^ for a 
given pU). IF pU) is not exactly symmetric, <i> is different 
10 
2 
from zero. In this case the diffusion is biased. For <i > < we 
have the usual result in normal diffusion : 
X = Vt (1.2.2) 
(X - X)2 = x^ - X^ = 2Dt (1.2.3) 
2 2 
where V = ^ ^ and D = and the diffusion front (i.e. 
the conditional probability P(X,t|0,0) ) is a Gaussian function as 
shown in the last section. The main point here is that these 
results follow directly from the CLT, under the assumptions stated 
above. For clarity we reproduce the theorem here [13]: 
2 
Theorem (CLT) If (I) i is taken independently from pU)y and 
n 
(II) <f> is finite, 
then the distribution of X^ takes at large times a 
Gaussian (normal) form : 
[ X - v t t 00 1 Jdr 
ProW ^ - — — ~ ^ u > — e、 d C 
I 1 zVm： 2 J ^ ^ 
The condition (II) guarantees that p⑷ does not has a very long 
tail and hence very large i does not occur. More precisely, the 
condition p(£) has to be satisfied in order to lead to a normal 
law can be weaker and this was established by A. Khintchine, 
W. Feller and P.Levy. Their theorem fully circles out the 
2 
In fact this condition can be relaxed a little bit by allowing 
some correlation between the In and Im (n实m), provided that It 
drops fast enough as | n-m j is large. See [11], section 2.8.2. 
11 
"attraction basin" of the normal law. 
Theorem (Khintchine, Feller, Levy) A function pU) belongs to the 
attraction basin of the normal law if and only if 
、 
p(£)cU 
U m y ^ - h l J ^ = 0 
11l>x . 
Thus the condition laid down in the theorem allow the usual CLT to 
be valid in case the distribution pU) is decreasing at least as 
fast as i 3. 
When one of the conditions used in the CLT is violated, all 
the laws in normal diffusion are no longer valid and they have to 
be modified in some ways. The first condition can be untrue if 
there exists long-range correlation between the V s picked from 
pit), while the second can be violated if pU) is very broad. The 
effect of long-range correlation is very subtle and there is no 
general result for it. More detail discussion cab be found in 
section 1.3 of ref. [10]. In the other way, the effect of broad 
distribution is well understood and again P.Levy and A.Khintchine 
had sucessfully extended the CLT to apply in this case. We will 
concentrate on this latter effect in this report and we summarized 
their works as followed. 
Let p U ) be a broad distribution and parameterized by fi such 
that 
-d+fi) 
p(£) ~ I fi > 0 . (1.2.4) 
and again X^ is given by the summation of N random variables taken 
12 
independently from p U ) as in (1.2.1). Then the behaviour of X^ is 
given by 
(i) For 0 < fi < 1, X scales as N^印. 
N 
(ii) For 1 < ji < 2, <1> is finite and X^=N<1>. Then X^-X^ scales 
again as N . 
(iii) For fx > 2, is finite and this goes back to the CLT. 
(iv) For jLi = 1, X scales as UtaU. 
N 
(V) For II = 2, X -X scales as V MrM . 
严 N N 
As a substitution of the role of the Gaussian distribution in the 
CLT, we have another set of limit distribution in this case. The 
normalized variable Z = X for 0 < fx < 1 ( o r 
N N 
Z = (X -X for 1 < fi < 2) has 
N N N 
广2 
Prob{ < Z^ < } ^ ^ 〉 L⑶(u)du 
^ ’ 
where L ^ is the Levy (stable) laws of index fi. and is 
mathematically fixed by its own characteristic function. The index 
fjL characterizes how broad the distribution p(l) is while 
characterizes its degree of asymmetry. Generally speaking, the 
stable laws L (z) decrease as z_(i+…for large values of z and 
H 
their moments of order larger than or equal to fi are thus 
infinite. So their "basin of attraction", in contrast to that of 
the normal law, consists of those distribution p(i) that for large 
values of 1 behaves in a way similar to L^ ^(z) itself. 
Thus in view of the properties (i) and (ii) given above, a 1-d 
RW with Jump length distribution (1.2.4) should has, instead of 
13 
linearly dependence of time, a power law long time behaviour. 
Because of the broadness of the distribution p(£), the summation 
X can be dominated by one single term and one can describe it as 
N 
‘‘self-similar” (one part is equal to the whole). This peculiar 
feature of the RW enables us to carry out our scaling arguments to 
solve the hopping models in Chapter 2. In particular, this kind of 
RW, which resembles our model III in section 2.1 is the famous 
Levy flight problem. 
14 
1.3 Various Models of Diffusion 
From the last section, we should have had some idea of the 
main theme in anomalous diffusion, and that is : disorder can 
generate some kind of broad distribution governing the time 
evolution of the system and that may cause the violation of the 
CLT, leading subsequently to new laws of diffusion. It is 
interesting to note that the particular kind of disorder in a 
model is not merely a mathematical construction but is generated 
by the physical dynamics of the system. More discussion on this 
can be found in chapter 6. On the other hand, variations on the 
above main theme can be very diverse and there are a large number 
of different kind of models which can act as a basis of studying 
this subject. We can name a few of these as examples . On the 
basis of discrete time RW there are Random Barrier Model (RBM), 
Random Trap Model, and Random Force Model. Although the starting 
point to study these models is the same (the ME), their analysis 
is hard to be compared and is sticked to that particular model, 
however, some common effect of disorder can be observed. There is 
also a Continuous Time Random Walk (CTRW) model which associates 
with a generalized master equation [14]. H.Scher and E.W.Montroll 
( [ 1 5 ] , see also [16] and [17] ) had successfully applied this 
kind of RW to explain dispersive transport in amorphous 
semiconductor. Works on the RBM will be presented in this report. 
In the following we will write down the equations for the RBM and 
define other related quantities of interest. 
A schematic representation of the RBM is shown in Fig. 1.2(a). 
A particle is made to diffuse starting from the origin at time t=0 
15 
in a 1-d lattice with unit lattice constant which is decorated 
with energy barriers the length of which are taken from some 
distribution. The higher the barrier is, the lower the transfer 
rate to cross that barrier and we will use the latter to be dealed 
with in our model ( Fig. 1.2(b) )• Denote the conditional 
probability P(n,t|0,0) of finding the particle at site n at time t 
simply by P (t). In generalization of the ME eq. (1.1.2) in section 
n 
1.1 to arbitrary transfer rates between any two nearest neighbour 
sites, we have 
ap 
^ = W (P -P ) + W (P - P ) (1.3.1) 
dt n，n-l n-1 n n,n+l n+1 n 
= - V M P (1.3.2) 
L n,n* 
where W is the hopping rate from site m to n, and M , is the 
ME matrix with the transfer rates as its components. Eq. (1.3.1) 
can easily be extended to those for the problem of, for examples, 
electric line with random capacitances and conductances; or random 
harmonic chain with random masses and force constants. (The 
differential equation is of second order in this case.) [3] So the 
ME considered here is of a wide physical applications. We have 
more to say on this in chapter 6 when we discuss physical 
realizations of our model. In most of the cases (except in chapter 
5 where biased diffusion is considered) we will assume symmetric 
transfer rates, i.e., W = W . The initial condition is 
n)m m, n 
P (t=0) = 5 (1.3.3) 
n n,0 
Eq. (1.3.3) can be taken into account by taking LT of the ME, which 
16 
becomes a set of algebraic equations : 
wP M = 6 + W (P -P ) + W (P -P ) (1.3.4) 
n n,0 n,n-l n-1 n n,n+l n+1 n 
where 
pOO 
P (CJ) = dt exp(-cjt)P (t) (1.3.5) 
n n 
0 • 
As was mentioned in section 1.1 ( eq. (1. 1. 11) ) the 
autocorrelation function <P^(t)> is an important quantity. LT of 
<p (t)> then gives the single-site Green function <P (w)>, from 
0 a 
which various other quantities can be calculated. For example， 
inverse LT of <?〇(⑴)> gives back <P^(t)>, and in turn this is 
related to the density of states in the following way. The ME 
matrix M in eq. (1.3.2) is real symmetric and suppose it has 
n,n* 
eigenvalues (i=l,..N), where N is the system size (total 
number of sites) of the lattice. ^  We can then define an eigenvalue 
density of stated N{\) which is just summation of delta functions 
at the eigenvalues, divided by the total number of eigenvalues, 
1 N 
NiX) = [ 入-入i) (1.3.6) 
i=l • 
The relation between P^(t) and N{X) was given and proved in 
ref.[61]: 
� 0 0 
P (t) = i7(X)exp(-At)dA (1.3.7) 
0 
0 ‘ 
In the LT domain, the density of states N{e) is then related to 
3 We are mainly interested in diffusion on infinite lattice. Hence 
N will be taken to be very large in subsequent consideration. 
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the single-site Green function in a slightly more complicated 
manner, 
N{e) = - — Im<? ( 一 e + 0 + ) > (1.3.8) 
71 0 
which is proved in Appendix A. Hence if c is treated as an energy 
eigenvalue, then various useful thermodynamic quantities, for 
example, the specific heat, can be calculated. 
The ultimate goal in our study is to completely solve the ME 
eq. (1.3.1) and eq. (1.3.2)，that is, to find out the diffusion 
front P (t) for all n. From knowledge of this, we can calculate 
n 
other transport properties of the disordered medium, and 
subsequently their scaling behaviour can be found. One of them is 
the frequency dependent hopping conductivity calculated via a 
generalization of the Einstein relation, 
2 
n e 
( T ⑷ = ^ <D(-ia))> (1.3.9) 
B 
where n is the number density of the charge carrier, e is the 
o 
electronic charge, and T is temperature. D(w) is the frequency 
dependent diffusion coefficient, 
2 f ， 
D ⑷ = e x p ( - a ) t ) X ^ ( t ) d t (1.3.10) 
0 
where X^(t) is the mean-square displacement, 
00 
X2(t) 二 [ n2Pn(t) (1.3.11) 
n=-oo . 
Combining eq.(1.3.10) and eq.(1.3.11) we can also have 
18 
'1:-
< D ( W ) > = [ n<?^{u))> (1.3.12) 
n = -00 . 
Eq. (1.3.9) and eq. (1.3.10) are rederived in Appendix B, from which 
we can also see that D(cj) is just the power spectrum of the 
velocity autocorrelation function. If we denote this by C((J) , then 
from (1.3.10) we have 





n-1 n n+1 
Fig. 1.2(a) Schematic representation of the Random Barrier Model (RBM). 
Wn-i,nWn+l,n 
n-1 n n + 1 
Fig. 1.2(b) Illustration of the random transfer rates on a1-d lattice 
considered in RBM. 
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2 . SCALING THEORY OF HOPPING TRANSPORT IN ONE DIMENSION 
In this chapter we will develop scaling theory of three models 
of hopping transport in one-dimension. The motivation to do this 
is that microscopic processes that do not possess a characteristic 
time scale have recently attracted much interest. [18] We have 
seen in section 1.1 ( eq. (1.1.9) ) that normal diffusion is 
characterized by a single time scale (the mean residence time x of 
a particle at a site). Instead, for transport and relaxation in 
disordered solids, the mean time between events — electron 
hopping, defect movement, etc. are governed by long-tailed waiting 
time distributions, and that is, there are many time scales 
coexist. These processes are . described as dispersive or 
scale invariant. 
The time evolution of the three models going to be considered 
is again described by the ME eq.(1.3.1)， only that it have to be 
generalized to apply for long-range hopping for Model II and Model 
III below. Without trying to solve the infinite set of coupled 
rate equations for the time being, we use scaling arguments, 
which, besides its simplicity of calculations, can make full use 
of one of the very essential feature of long-tailed distribution, 
i.e.， the self-similarity property of it as mentioned in section 
1.3 to extract the scaling behaviour of the processes themselves 
and those related electric properties of the medium. This enables 
us to gain more insights to the understanding of dispersive 




2.1 Scaling Exponents, the Models and their Solutions 
When talking about RW as in chapter 1’ a basic quantity of 
2 • 
interest is the mean-square displacement <X (t)> of the hopping 
particle. As was shown in section 1.1, <X^(t)> is linearly 
proportional to time, i.e., <X^(t)> ~ t in normal diffusion. 
However, in general one would find [20]-[26] 
2/d 
<X^(t)> ~ t w (2.1.1) 
with d called the random walk dimension. It can be seen also to 
w 
be the fractal dimension of the trajectory of the RW. d = 2 in 
W 
normal diffusion and anomalous occurs when d is different from 2. w 
(Diffusion is speeded up when d^ < 2 and slowed down when d^ > 2.) 
In particular, a random distribution of the hopping rates can 
increase d • [25], [27] The Diffusion Coefficient D, which w 
represents the rate of diffusion, can be calculated by 
— D = d<X:”)> (2.1.2) 
at . 
In anomalous diffusion, D is no longer a constant as in the normal 
case but become range dependent, 
D(L)〜L"® (2. 1.3) 
where L 〜 d e s c r i b e s the range of diffusion, e being the 
2 
exponent for the diffusion coefficient. Since L ~ Dt, one finds 
t ~ Thus one ontains a relation between the random walk 
dimension d and the diffusion coefficient exponent, 
w 
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d = 2 + e . (2. 1.4) 
w 
The electrical conductivity is related to the diffusion 
coefficient via the Einstein relation eq. (1.3.9). Suppose an 
external applied field has a frequency u). In one period t ~ l/o), 
the hopping object reaches a range L 〜 D t or D/w. Using 
eq.(2.1.3) and the Einstein relation 
n e^D 
(T = ° ^ (2.1.5) 
V ， 
one finds 
(T(0)) - 0)^  (2.1.6) 
with 
- = . (2.1.7) 
Another quantity of interest is the range dependent conductance 
g(L)〜L"^ . (2. 1.8) 
Since in 1-d, g 〜(TL"^. one finds 
^ = 1 + e . (2. 1.9) 
From eqs. (2.1.4)，（2.1.7) and (2.1.9)，it is clear that only one 
of the four exponents 〜，9, x and C is independent. They give 
connections between seemingly unrelated behaviours. 
In this chapter, we consider three models with scale-invariant 
distributions of hopping rates. Unlike previous studies which only 
focused on the asymptotic behaviour of the mean-square 
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displacement, we also calculate the frequency dependent 
conductivity. The definitions of the models are described in the 
following and illustrated in Fig. 2.1. 
Model I A particle makes one attempt to move one step of unit 
length in unit time. The attempt to make a move is governed by a 
hopping rate W which is chosen from an anomalous distribution 
(class (c) distribution in ref. [3] 
p(W) = (l-(x)W-a , 0 < W < 1 , a < 1 . (2.1.10) 
(The case for nonsingular distribution can be solved exactly. 
[28]) A physical realization of this model is electrical 
conduction in superionic conductors, in which the ions have to 
overcome barriers of wide distribution of heights for transport. 
[3]’ [6] This distribution contains a large concentration of small 
hopping rates (large barrier heights), and all inverse moments 
<vrn> do not exist. In 1-d, the barrier —of largest height 
dominates the transport. Hence, diffusion is slowed down. 
Model II A similar model has been considered in ref. [29]. It can 
also be treated as the 1-d version of the various Termite models 
studied by Bunde, Coniglio, Hong and Stanley [30]’ [31]. Consider 
a one dimensional lattice, each bond of which is superconducting 
(W = oo). The bonds of this lattice is then diluted by normal 
4 There are three classes of probability density for^^ the transfer 
rates defined in ref. [3]. Class (a) is such that <W > is finite. 
That leads to normal diffusion. Class (b) has p(W)-K) as W-XD, and 
that bridges the ordered case and the disordered case. Class (c) 
is the one considered in the text. 
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conductor (W = 1) in such a way that after every chain of 1 
superconducting bonds, a unit conductance is placed. The length 1 
is chosen from an anomalous distribution 
p(l) = IS r(i+口） ， 1 之 1 , 3 > 0 . (2.1.11) 
Since this distribution contains a large concentration of 
superconducting links and the average length <1> diverges, the 
longest superconducting chain dominates the diffusion. In this 
case, diffusion is speeded up. 
Model III In this model, the hopping particle can make a jump of 
an arbitrary length 1 in unit time to distant sites. The length 1 
is chosen from an anomalous distribution^ 
p(l) 二 飞 , 1 ^ 1 , r > 0 . (2.1.12) 
This model resembles a 1-d Levy flight. Again the average length 
<1> deverges. Since hopping of long range are allowed, diffusion 
is speeded up. 
The above models are solved in the following. For model I, one 
determines the range dependence of the diffusion coefficient. 
Suppose the particle has diffused out a length L. The conductance 
for L bonds in series is given by g = (L<W"S)"^ which is equal to 
(T/L in one dimension. If W is the weakest bond among the L 
min 
5 Compare these anomalous distributions in Model II and III with 
that considered in section 1.2, eq. (1.2.4). One should then 
understand how they arise. 
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bonds, one finds 
(T = = W a (2. 1. 13) 
1 - CX m i n . 
In principle, the minimum hopping rate (largest barrier) to be 
encountered decreases (increases) as the particle diffuses out 
further away from the starting point. That is, the longer is the 
range L, the smaller is the weakest bond. A good estimate of W^.^ 
is given by the condition that the probability of W < W^.^ is 
equal to 1/L. [32] One finds 
W (2.1.14) 
m i n 
Thus 
D ~ (T ~ W - L 1 2 . 1 . 1 5 J 
m i n 
and hence one finds 
e = for a > 0 (2.1.16) 
1 - a . 
When a < 0, the distribution of hopping rate becomes regular in 
the sense that <W"^> no longer diverges; the largest barrier no 
longer dominates the transport process. In this case, the 
diffusion coefficient is no longer range dependent, i.e., 6 = 0 ; 
the anomalous distribution becomes irrelevant. Other exponents can 
be found by eqs.(2.1.4), (2.1.7) and (2.1.9); they are listed in 
Table 2.1. We have successfully reproduced the results of ref. 
[3], [4] and [5]. 
For model II, one studies the range dependence of the 
conductance. Consider a chain of L links, N of which are normal 
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bonds. Since only normal bends contribute to the resistance and 
superconducting bonds are treated as short circuits, the length 
L = y 1 = N<1>. If 1 is the longest chain of superconducting 
L i m a x 
bonds among the N chains, from eq. (2.1.11) one finds 
<1> = , ^ , (2.1.17) 
1 — p m a x . 
In principle increases with N. A good estimate of 1 紐 is 
given by the condition that the probability of 1 > is equal 
to 1/N. [32] One finds 
1 = N"曰 （ 2 . 1 . 1 8 ) 
m a x • 
Thus 
。 g ( L ) - ^ - ( 2 . 1 . 1 9 ) 
and hence 
< = ’ for < 1 . _ (2. 1.20) 
The random walk dimension can be calculated : 
d = 2 + e = l + C = l + ^ ’ (2. 1.21) 
W 
a value which is different from that of ref. [29]. The present 
results is more reliable as it is consistent with the range 
dependence of the conductance. Other exponents are calculated 
using eqs.(2.1.4), (2.1.7) and (2.1.9), and are tabulated in Table 
2. 1. 
In model III， suppose the particle has made N jumps in N time 
steps, the total distance travelled is X 二 J x.. The mean-square 
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displacement is thus 
< x S = y <x = N <x^> = N < l S . (2.1.22) 
L i 




< 1 ^ = l^p(l)dl = 严 (2.1.23) 
广 2 — m a x • 
In principle, 1 increases with N. From an estimate that the 
^ max 
probability of finding a length 1 > 1 equals 1/N [32], one 
finds 
N = 1 ^ (2. 1.24) 
m a x 
Combining all results, one obtains 
d 
t 〜N 〜 < X V Z 2 ~ L w ’ (2. 1.25) 
with the random walk dimension 
d = y . (2. 1.26) 
w 
other exponents are similarly calculated and also tabulated in 
Table 2.1. 
We can make two more comments here. The first one concerns 
about the scaling of the autocorrelation function P^(t). 
From eq. (1.1.18) we know that in the case of normal diffusion, 
p (t) scales as 七一“^. Using the general relation 
0 
<P (t)> ~ <x2(t)>-iZ2 (2.1.27) 
0 
which is proved in Appendix D based on a scaling assumption, and 
28 
eq.(2.1.1), one finds 
-i/d 
<P (t)> ~ t w • (2.1.28) 
0 
This is the general scaling of the autocorrelation function in 
anomalous diffusion. Another comment is on the velocity 
autocorrelation function C(t) the LT of which was given in 
eq. (1.3.13). Knowing the scaling of <X^(a))> enables us to know the 
〜2 
scaling of CCw), and hence that of C(t). After LT, <X (w)> would 
have a scaling exponent of -(1+2/d^) and thus C(w) would scale as 
1 - 2/d 
C(w) ~ 0) w . (2. 1.29) 
Taking inverse LT of eq.(2.1.19) can find the scaling of C(t). If 
we denote its scaling exponent as y, i.e., 
C(t) ~ t^ , (2.1.30) 
then V is given by 
y = - I - - 2 (2. 1.31) 
a . 
w 
‘ The expressions for y in Model I, II and III in terms of their 
parameters are also given in Table 2.1. 
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办 d X < V 
w 
, , T a 2 - a (X 1 _ _ _ 2 _ 
〒二’ ， ” ^ ^ ^ ^ 
(0 < a < 1) 
Model II -(1 - 13) 1+13 ^ 
(0 < ^ < 1) 
2 - -Y 2(y - 1) 
Model III -(2 - r) r - ^ r - 1 — 
(0 < T < 2) ^ ^ 
Table 2.1 Transport exponents calculated as functions of the 
parameters of scale-invariant distributions for Model I, II and 
III. For definitions of these exponents, see text. 
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M o d e l I I 1 1 1 1 1 
-2 - 1 0 1 2 3 
W.2.0 W_i，o Wo，i Wi，2 W 2 , 3 
M o d e l II H I 1 — — I 1 1 
w = 1 W = o o w = 1 W = o o W 二 1 
M o d e l ill H — I “ I H i " " " " i " " " " i “ " " “ I I — 
0 
Fig. 2.1 Schematic illustration of the three RW models with 
scale-invariant distributions of hopping rates. For definitions, 
see section 2.1. 
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2.2 Numerical Simulations 
Numerical Simulations have been carried out on the various 
models to confirm the scaling results. For Model I, 3000 particles 
are allowed to walk on a chain of 10^ bonds, with transfer rates 
W^ on each bond preselected according to eq. (2. 1. 10). ^  Among the 
four exponents discussed above, d^ and 9 are the two most directly 
related to the mean-square displacement <X > of the RW : d^ can be 
found from a log-log plot of <X^> vs t and G from the 
2 1/2 
corresponding plot of D vs L = <X > , with D approximated by 
< x S / t . As the RW is slowed down ( 〜 < 2) in this case but the 
chain of random transfer rates has to be used up in order to get a 
good configurational average, all our considerations above are 
correct only if long time behaviour is studied. For this reason, 
5000 Monte Carlo steps per particle are performed. The first 1000 
steps are used to adapt to the environment while the following 
data are used to estimate the exponents. The results are shown in 
2 
the figures. Fig. 2.2 shows the time evolution of <X > for several 
values of a, and it can be seen that a smaller value of a can 
slowed down the RW more. Fig. 2. 3 shows the range dependece of the 
diffusion coefficient. Fig. 2.4 shows a log-log plot of L against 
t, from which d can be calculated from the slopes. Finally, the 
values of d found are plotted in Fig. 2.5. Excellent agreement 
w 
with the scaling prediction is found. 
Similar simulations have been performed for Model II and Model 
III. The difference between the two is that walks are performed on 
6 The method to do this is described in Appendix C. 
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j superconductor) in the former (The particle is allowed to skate on 
j 
I 
j the superconductor. ), but a particle in Model III can choose its 
I . t 
I hopping distance, following the given distribution, along the 
i j 
walk. Since long range hop is allowed in both cases, great 
fluctuations are indicated in the comparatively long error bars. 
In view of this, we obtain 9 independently from a log-log plot of 
D against t. The results for d^ and 9 are shown in Fig. 2.6 and 
2.7 respectively. The scaling results are on the whole confirmed. 
In addition, when (3 and r are very small, <X^> can be dominated by 
a single hop, and a large number of MC steps is believed to be 
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2.3 Relations to Diffusion on Fractals and Hierarchical Structures 
In the introduction we distinguished configurational disorder, 
which is the main concern in this report, and geometric disorder, 
which can be modelized by fractals. Due to the self-similarity 
nature of fractal object, scaling theory is an important tool to 
study the physics on them. So it is an appropriate place here to 
see how our scaling results obtained in previous sections are 
related to those when the medium itself is a fractal. We will also 
have a touch of diffusion on two kinds of hierarchical structure. 
A fractal object is characterized by its fractal dimension d^, 
which is defined by its mass-length scaling : . 
d 
M(L) ~ L f . (2.3. 1) 
If a RW is performed on such an object, for example, a Sierpinski 
Gasket (SG) or a Diffusion Limited Aggregate (DLA), after a time t 
the number of sites visited is then proportional to the volume 
V(t) of the trajectory of the RW. Also by the general RW relation 
(2.1.1), we have 
d /2 d /d 
V(t) ~ <X^(t)> f ~ t f w • (2.3.2) 
The probability for the diffusing particle to return to the origin 
P (t)， i.e., the autocorrelation function is inversely 
0 
proportional to V(t), 
-d /d 
<P (t)> 〜V(t)"^ 〜t f w (2.3.3) 
0 
whereas the LT of this gives 
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_ ( l - d / d ) d/d -1 
<P (s)> 〜s f w ~ s f w (2.3.4) 
0 
where s is the LT variable. From section 1.3 we know that <P^(s)> 
is related to the density of states N{e) (eq. (1.3.8)) and hence 
they have the same scaling with respect to the eigenvalue e. If we 
write this scaling exponent as j-i, i.e., 
NU) - e^ , (2.3.5) 
then in view of (2.3.4) fx is given by 
d 
= - 1 (2.3,6) 
Q. • 
w 
If this is to be compared with the usual expression of the density 
of states in Euclidean space, namely 
d 
- - 1 
//(e) ~ e^ (2.3.7) 
where d is the dimension of the space, we find that the density of 
states on fractals can be calculated in a reciprocal space with 
effective dimension d [20], 
s 
2d 
d = — ( 2 . 3 . 8 ) 
s d . 
w 
Alexander and Orbach gave excitations on fractals the name 
fracton, and they termed d^ the fracton dimension, or we can 
simply call it the spectral dimension. In ref. [20] the authors 
further conjectured, based on values for lower dimension, that 
d = 4/3 for percolation clusters at criticality in any dimension 
s 
above one. This is the now famous AO conjecture. Diffusion on 
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percolation clusters is also a problem which attracts much 
interest recently. [33-34] 
Besides fractal objects, deterministic or statistical, 
diffusion on disordered media can also be studied through some 
hierarchical structures and we pick out two of them here for 
discussion. One of them is the hierarchical system shown in 
Fig. 2.8(a). The system is seen to be composed of generations of 
barriers, with the ratio of the barrier heights of two successive 
generations fixed as R, and each barrier has in general m sons (2 
in this example) for its next generation. We shall have more 
discussion on this kind of system and diffusion on them in chapter 
4. However, we treat the barriers here as dangling ends, on which 
the particle can diffuse into a portion of each of them but need 
not necessarily the whole end. Therefore the result quoted here is 
qualitatively different from that in chapter 4. Another similar 
object we consider is the random comb [35-37] as shown in 
Fig. 2.8(b). In. this case, the length £ of the dangling ends, 
attached to the backbone, are distributed according to 
p U ) ~ r > 0 (2.3.9) 
which is also the distribution in our Model II and III in section 
2.1. It had been found that diffusion on this structure has d^ 
equals to 4/(l+r). [38] 
Then the general scaling relation common to all these models 
is that, according to (2.3.3) and (2.3.10), 
-d /2 
<P (t)> ~ t s , (2.3.10) 
0 
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i.e., the behaviour of the autocorrelation function is determined 
by the spectral dimension d ， which takes different values in 
s 
different models. They are listed as followed. 
d d 
s f 
Hopping Transport = 
w 
气 1 
Diffusion on Fractals = 
w 
1 气 3|inR| - InZ 
Diffusion on Hierarchical Structures = - 4 口油| 
〜 3 一 了 
Diffusion on Random Combs = ^ 
It can be seen that the mapping j 二 ln2/\lnR\ can bring the last 
two expressions to be equivalent. In fact, there are general 
mapping between diffusion on hierarchical structures and RW on a 
family of deterministic loopless fractals. [39] 
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••丨 ‘ 广’ 丨 _ 
- ‘ . 
Fig. 2.8(a) Hierarchical comb structure the diffusion 
on which is considered in section 2.3. 
“ / 
Fig. 2.8(b) A random comb of which the dangling ends 
have length following an anomalous distribution. 
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2. 4 Non-Markovian Nature of Results and Quasi-localization Effect 
Two peculiar features of the scaling results we obtained are 
going to be briefly discussed here : the first is about the 
non-markovian behaviour of anomalous diffusion in contrast to the 
markovian origin of the ME, and the second concerns a new kind of 
localization effect in this classical system. 
The ME we used as the equation of motion of our diffusion 
models is seen from section 1.1 to be derived from the Markovian 
Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. In a normal Markovian system, the 
correlation function will decrease exponentially [10]. However, 
the power law behaviour ( long time tail ) of the velocity-
autocorrelation function as given in eq. (2.1.30) shows that the 
singular distributions in our models have induced some kind of 
non-MarkovIan nature in the diffusion process. 
The non-universial behaviour in anomalous diffusion can also 
cause some kind of localization effect in the system. In our Model 
I, since the random dimension d^ is greater than 2 and thus the 
diffusion length L(t) = ( and also the inverse of the 
autocorrelation function ) would diverge slower than t^^^ 
in normal diffusion. As D ~ L ^ t , this leads to vanishing of the 
diffusion coefficient and also the conductivity as t w. 
Alexander, Bernasconi and Schneider [3]’ [6], [7] defined this 
effect as a kind of quasi-localization in random 1-d system. As a 
power law localization, it is different from the more strong 
exponential localization in quantum systems and percolation 
systems. 
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3 . RENORMALIZATION GROUP (RG) ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM 
As was discussed in chapter 2, anomalous diffusion is a scale 
invariant phenomenon which is geverned by many time scales / 
length scales. This is also the situation in many other fields in 
physics, for examples, critical phenomena, elementary particle 
physics and turbulent flow. For the first one, fluctuations of all 
size scales have to be dealed with.^ The renormalization group 
(RG) idea, which originated in the theory of elementary particles, 
is a natural tool to be applied to this kind of problems. The 
reason for this is that the basic strategy of RG approach is to 
tackle the problem in steps, one step for each length scale. [40] 
We can clearly realize this in the Kadanoff' s block spin 
transformation in the treatment of the Ising Model. This example 
also shows that, the RG method is problem orientated, i.e., 
different implementation of the RG strategy is needed for 
different systems and this make the practising of the RG not 
trivial but in the other way, interesting. 
With respect to the RBM, there have been several RG methods 
applied to it. [9] Visscher [41], [42] defines a space-time 
coarsening transformation which acts on a discrete set of 
equations of motion in d-dimensional Euclidean space. Under 
repeated RG transformatioms, the system approaches a fixed point 
which is described by the usual diffusion equation and corrections 
to this equation are obtained in an expansion of the disorder. 
7 
We shall have more discussions on comparison between theory of 
anomalous diffusion and that of critical phenomena in chapter 7. 
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Machta [43], [44] and Guyer [45-48] both developed RG methods of 
studing 1-d lattices with static disorder, with the former closest 
to the CTRW formalism ( Concentration is put on the waiting time 
of a site.). Machta used a space-time decimation transformation 
the fixed points of which determine the long time behaviour of the 
diffusing system. The approach to the fixed points then determines 
the effect of the disorder. However, using the Levy stable law 
stated in section 1.2, it can be shown that Machta, s result in 
ref. [44] is equavalent to the scaling results of our Model I in 
chapter 2. 
Guyer, s RG is also based on a decimation procedure applied to 
the ME. He concentrated on the scaling of length and hence is 
called Length Scale Renormalization (LSR). In this chapter and the 
next the LSR will be fully developed and used to solve the ME with 
an anomalous distribution of transfer rates, as well as extended 
to the hierarchical barriers model. 
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3.1 The Length Scale Renormalization (LSR) 
The LSR procedure was first introduced by Silva and Koiller 
[49] and was then widely applied by Guyer to study diffusion 
problem in 1-d lattice and fractals. The LSR procedure involves a 
decimation (dedecoration) of lattice sites after which the 
equation of motion (the ME) describes the particle motion on a 
longer and longer length scale in terms of renormalized coupling 
constants (transfer rates). As the decimation procedure is carried 
on, the RG flow, i.e., the evolution of the renormalized coupling 
constants during the iteration is then specific to the diffusion 
problem. At the end of the decimation procedure when only 3 sites 
are left, the values of the probability density on them can be 
solved. Re-substitution then enables us to find the conditional 
probabilities on all the lattice sites and hence solve the 
original ME. In fact, the method is very similar to that used in 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The quantitative details of the LSR 
scheme is developed as follows. 
The LT of the ME (eq.(1.3.4)) is firstly written in the form 
sP = 6 - V P + W P + W P , (3.1.1) 
n n,0 n n n,n+l n+1 n,n-l n-1 
where again P (s) is the LT of the conditional probability (the 
n 
LT variable, i.e., the frequency u has been changed to s), W 
n y in 
is the transfer rate from site m to n, and 
V = W + W (3. 1.2) 
n n,n+l n,n-1 
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'1 
is the rate at which particles leave site n. In this form of the 
ME the W s can be treated as the coupling coefficients of nearest 
neighbour sites while the V’ s the on site energies. Hence it is 
also a model of energetic disorder. The initial condition is also 
taken to be that the particle starts at site 0 at time t = 0. The 
decimation procedure consists of eliminating every other sites on 
the lattice and find the effective transfer rates connecting the 
left ones. The renormalization transformation can be found in this 
way. Consider the conditional probability on the 4 sites, P^, 
P^, P^. The equations couple them are 
sP = 0 - V P + W P + W P (3. 1.3) 
- 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 , 0 0 - 1 , - 2 - 2 ’ 
s P = l - V P + W P + W P (3. 1.4) 0 0 0 0,1 1 0,-1 -1 , 
sP = 0 - V P + W P + W P (3.1.5) 1 1 1 1,2 2 1,0 0 
Solving for P and P , one finds 1 - 1 
P = -i- f W P + W P ) (3.1.6) 
1 D^ ^ 1,2 2 1,0 0 ^ ’ 
P = R W P + W P \ (3.1.7) 
-1 D V -1,-2 -2 -1,0 0 I , 
- 1 
where 
D = s + V (3. 1.8) 
n n . 
Substitute P and P back to eq. (3. 1.4), one gets the 
1 - 1 
renormalized ME coupling the sites -2, 0 and 2 : 
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r s + V - W i W - W W ^ ^  
V 0 0,1 D 1,0 0,-1 D -1,0 J 0 
1 - 1 
= 1 + W i W P + W -4r W 。 p。 (3.1.9) 
0,1 D 1,2 2 0,-1 D -1,-2 -2 . 1 -1 
If this is to be compared with the original form of the coupling 
equation (3.1.4), one can identify the effective transfer rates 
and rate out of site 0， 
V ' = V - W i W - W -4- W (3.1.10) 
0 0 0,1 D 1,0 0,-1 D -1,0 
1 -1 
W ' = W H W (3.1.11) 0 ,2 0,1 D^ 1,2 
W ‘ = W W (3.1.12) 
0,-2 0,-1 D , -1,-2 。 
—1 
Other odd sites are decimated in a similar way and then a lattice 
with half the number of sites is left. The whole procedure is then 
repeated as shown in Fig.3.1 until only 3 sites (those at the ends 
and the midpoint) survive. In general, we denote the coupling 
constant after m times of decimation as W(m) ( Fig. 3.2 ) ， a n d 
n , n+1 
the site energy as V ⑷ . I n that generation W ⑷ — i s coupling two 
n n,n+l 
sites which are sites apart in the original system. Hence the 
general RG transformation can be written as 
„ ( m + l ) 、，（m) " ( m ) 1 „ ( m ) ..(m) 1 ^(m) 
V = V - W ——W ^ - W -J： W 
n n n , n + l D n + 1 , n n,n-l U 减 n - l , n 
n + 1 n - 1 
…（ 3 . 1 . 1 3 ) 
W(m+1) = W(m) (3.1.14) 
n,n+l n,n+l D n + 1 , n + 2 
n + 1 
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W(m+1) 二 w(m) 1 W(m) (3.1.15) 
n , n - l n , n - l D n-l，n-2 
n - 1 
where 
D = s + V ⑷ （3.1.16) 
n n 
It should be noted that for a particular stage of decimation, V二 
is not in general equal to W(m) + W(m) except when s is very 
n , n + l n，n-l 
small (i.e.， as time is long). Therefore in the renormalized 
system, the V，s can no longer be treated as the rate of outgoing a 
particular site. We will see more clearly how W and V evolve under 
the RG transformation. 
Suppose the lattice has N = sites on both sides of the 
origin. Then after M times of decimation, only the sites -N, 0 and 
(M) (M) 
N are left, with the transfer rates • and W^ ^ connecting 
them. The coupling equation for them is 
sP = 1 - V(M) P + W(M) P + W(⑷ P (3.1.17) 
0 0 0 0,N N -N,0 -N . 
If the system size is large enough so that the particle have not 
vet diffused to the end of the lattice, P^ ^ and P ^^  can be taken to 
• N - N 
be zero. In this case, P can be directly found 
0 
P (s) = > (3.1.18) 
0 s + V ⑷ s + V⑷ 
0 0 
where the limit is taken when the system size approaches infinity. 
In light of the expression of the density of states we have 
derived (. eq. (1.3.8) ) ， t h e LSR can be seen to be particularly 
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suitable to calculate Nic). However, the number of sites in the 
lattice have to be finite in our calculation and especially when s 
is small, P and P can be different from zero. So in general we 
N -N 
can use periodic boundary condition as shown in Fig.3.3. by 
setting P = P instead of just letting them vanish. In order to 
N -N 
solve for their values, we use one more coupling equation, 
sP = 0 - V(M) P + W(M) P + P (3.1.19) 
N N N -N,0 0 N,0 0 . 
From eq.(3.1.17) and (3.1.19)’ one finds 
P = - 4 - f s + V(M) ) (3.1.20) 
0 A 、 N 乂 
P = - 4 - f W(M) + W(M) ) (3.1.21) 
N L 、 - N , 0 N,0 J 
where 
A = - fs + V ⑶ ） f s + V ⑷ ） + (W⑷ + W⑷ ) ( W⑷ + W ⑷ ） 
…（3. 1.22) 
The works left are then to inverse the decimation procedure and 
calculate the values of the probability density at the 
intermediate sites successively. For example, after obtaining P。， 
P and P above, one can find P and P using the 
_N n -N/2 N/d. 
appropriate coupling equations. Then the values at their midpoints 
can be calculated and so on. Finally we can hence find P^(s) for 
all n and that is to solve the ME completely in a numerical way. 
The method is seen to be simple and easy to be implemented in a 
computer program for application. In ref. [45], the LSR had been 
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applied to 1-d disordered lattice but based on an ad hoc disorder 
averaging step. More precisely, instead of using eq. (3.1.10), 
(3.1.11) and (3.1.12) directly, Guyer averaged the coupling 
constants over the distribution p(W) of the transfer rates by 
V ' = V - W / rr^ n""“\ W (3.1.23) 
0 0 0 , 1 \ s + W … + W^ J 1 , 0 
\ 0,1 2,1, , 
w ‘ = W / ^ n W \ (3.1.24) 
。’ 1 。’As + Wo , i + 1,2/ 
This is not applicable to the anomalous distributions we have been 
considering, however, we will see in the next section that the LSR 
can yield very good results on lattice with large enough number of 
bonds, on which the self-averaging property of some quantities is 
based. We can then extract many useful information from them. 
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v_4 V3 V2 Vi Vo Vi V2 V4 
0 … … … … . . … … … … 
-4 "3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
1 o o o o o 
-2, -1， 0’ 1， 2' 
v r ( 《 f ) 
m o o o …; 
_1(m) Q(m) 1(m) 
Fig. 3.1 Decimation procedure in the Length Scale Renormalization 
(LSR), showing that the odd sites are decimated in every generation. 
戶 M W _ PQ W _ PN 
- N O N 
W(M) W(M) 
W-N,o ‘ j O.N 
〜 〜 
Fig. 3.2 Periodic boundary condition can be used in the 
final stage of the LSR. 
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3.2 Application of the LSR to Random Barrier Model 
In this section the LSR procedure will be applied to solve the 
RBM which resembles Model I in chapter 2, i.e., the transfer rates 
are taken from an anomalous distribution, 
p(W) = (1 - (x)W-a , 0 < W < 1 , a < 1 . (3.2.1) 
First of all, we will have a look at the behaviour of the 
renormalized coupling constants. Then after obtaining the LT 
diffusion front following the method as described in the last 
section, we can calculate the quantities of interest, for 
examples, the LT mean-square displacement and diffusion 
coefficient. Scaling behaviour of these quantities can readily be 
obtained based on a reasonable scaling assumption of the diffusion 
front. The material is grouped into several sub-sections. 
— 3. 2.1 The distribution of the renormalized coupling constants 
A lattice of 10^ bonds is generated with the coupling 
constants taken from eq.(3.2.1) at a = 0.2, so that after 10 times 
3 
of decimation there are 10 bonds survive. We want to see if the 
renormalized coupling constants in the m^^ stage of decimation, 
W⑷， f o l l o w i n g the same anomalous. A simple change of variable 
n, n+1 
z = in(W) leads eq.(3.2.1) to 
p(z) = (1 - a)exp[z(l - a)] (3.2.2) 




inp(z) = (1 - a)z + in(l — a) . (3.2.3) 
Thus by plotting the logarithm of the frequency of occurence of z 
against z, a straight line with slope (1-oc) should be obtained. 
I 
i These are done and shown in Fig. 3.3(a) - (f) for the cases 
I 
I • 
I m = 0 - 5 (m = 0 corresponds to the original lattice. ). From the 
diagrams it can be concluded that except for very large and small 
values of W, the renormalized coupling constants follow the 
starting anomalous distribution, and consequently, the 
renormalized ME at stage m is describing diffusion on a lattice 
with lattice spacing and with the same distribution. Similar 
results were also obtained with different values of a. 
3.2.2 Behaviour of W and V under the LSR transformation 
The evolution of the mean values <W> and <V> during the LSR 
—3 —6 
transformation at two times (s = ICf and 10' ) and for two values 
of a are plotted in Fig. 3.4(a) 一（d). It can be seen that as m 
increases during the LSR transformation, <W> would drop rapidly 
while <V> would eventually approach a constant value, and their 
curves would bifurcate at some point. This behaviour of <W> and 
<V> is not very different from the ordered case described in 
ref. [45]. In a time scale t ^ s"^ the particle can diffuse a 
I . 
distance of Us) ^ <W>t = <W>s"^ which is a typical length scale 
of the process. As more sites on the lattice are dicimated, the 
renormalized ME is describing a lattice with sites of distance I 
m 
^ 2™ apart. So as ^《之（ s ) (i.e., s is small compared with <W>.), 
^ m 
<W> and <V> have the same order of magnitude, while as 之 》 之 （ s ) , 
m 
<W> becomes very small and the lattice becomes decoupled. On that 
i • 




decoupled. On that occasion, a particle on a site has relatively 
little chance to diffuse to the neighbouring sites and hence <V> 
becomes saturated. This argument explains why the separation 
points of the curve of <W> and <V> are different for the two 
values of s employed. In addition, in general this separation 
point occurs at a smaller value of m for a larger value of a > 0 
since smaller values of W will come out in that case. 
3.2. 3 The scaling exponents from LSR 
We want to calculate the scaling exponents d^ and 9 here based 
on the LSR data obtained in order to verify its applicability. A 
scaling assumption, which is important to our subsequent 
discussion, of the LT diffusion front <P^(s)> in the long time 
asymptote is going to be introduced here. The scaling assumption 
was first proposed in ref. [2] and [3] to solve the integral 
equation arisen from the ME with the above power law distribution 
of transfer rates. It takes the form 
<P (s)> = <P (s)> F ( 二 ） s 0 (3.2.4) 
From the argument of the scaling function F(z) it can be seen that 
the scaling form is based on the assumption that the diffusion 
process has a single length scale ？(s) but is time dependent. 
Putting n = 0 shows that F(0) = 1 and also F(z) have to be an even 
function due to the symmetry of the diffusion process. Since the 
probability density <P (t)> should be normalized to 1, the LT of 
it should then be normalized to s , i.e., 
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[<P^(s)> = . (3.2.5) 
n=-co 
This condition was indeed satisfied by the diffusion front 
calculated in our LSR procedure. The correlation length §(s) can 
then be found as followed. Putting the scaling form (3.2.4) into 
eq.(3.2.5), and change the summation to an integral by letting 
z = n/?(s), one finds 
pOO 
丄 = 2 < P (s)>C(s) dzF(z) (3.2.6) 
s 0 
0 
where the evenness of F(z) had been used and hence we have 
？(s)-i 〜2s<Po(s)> . (3.2.7) 
The asymptotic value of the frequency dependent diffusion 
coefficient given in eq. (1.3. 12) can be found in a similar way 
[3], 
<D(s)> = <P^(s)> I (3.2.8) 
n=-oo 
2 r① 
+ <P^(s)> dz z^F(z) 
0 
「00 
= dz z^F(z) 
24S<Po(S)>2 J。 
and thus 
<D(s)> 〜 ( V ^ < P ^ ( s ) > ) • (3.2.9) 
Based on these findings from the above scaling assumption, the 
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scaling exponents can be estimated. From eq.(2.1.28) in chapter 2 
we have found out the scaling of the autocorrelation function as 
-i/d 
P (t) - t w. Taking LT of this and multiplied by s gives us the 
0 
scaling of 5 ( s ) : 
i/d 
？(s)-i ~ s w • (3.2.10) 
Thus a plot of 6(3)"^ = 2s<P (s)> against s have 1/d as its 
〇 w 
slope. This is performed in Fig. 3.5(a) and (b) for two values of 
a, 0.3 and 0.6, The data for small values of s are fitted to a 
straight line and the slope calculated. They give roughly correct 
values of 1/d . 
w 
An important point should be stressed here. In the last 
section we stated that Guyer had used an ad hoc disorder averaging 
procedure in the LSR calculation. In fact if the quantities of 
interest are self-averaging, i.e., their values are independent of 
the particular environment, then the disorder averaging procedure 
is not necessary. Certainly, the self-averaging property relies on 
the fact that at large times the distribution p(W) has been 
properly sampled. For examples, the asymptotic velocity and the 
diffusion coefficient are self-averaging in many cases. [9] 
Therefore in our calculations fluctuations in the diffusion front 
were observed when a single realization of the lattice was used, 
but can be greatly suppressed when averaged over many 
2 
realizations, the number of them is typically of the order 10 . 
The data presented and to be present have been under this 
averaging process. 
Another way to find the scaling exponents is to concentrate on 
the time dependent diffusion coefficient <D(s)>. Using the scaling 
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of <P^(s)> addressed above in eq.(3.2.9) gives 
i-2/d (d -2)/d 
<D(s)> ~ s w ~ s w w , (3.2. 11) 
and remembering eq. (2.1.4) we can write this in term of 9, the 
scaling exponent in the range dependence of D(L), 
e / d 
<D(s)> ~ s w . (3.2.12) 
After obtained the diffusion front from LSR, we have two ways to 
calculate <D(s)> : the first one is to use the exact formula 
eq.(1.3.12) which involve a summation over all sites and the other 
one is the approximate value given in eq.(3.2.9) where only 
<P (s)> is needed. We denote this as <D (s)>. In Fig. 3.6(a) and 
0 A 
(b) both calculations are plotted as a function of s, again for 
the two values of oc as in Fig. 3.5. It can be seen that they agree 
in the long time limit as expected and their slopes also agree 
with the theoretical values of e/d • In addition, we can also 
w 
estimate the values of 9 only by observing that 
e / d 
<D(s)> ~ s w ~ • (3.2.17) 
Hence a plot of <D(s)> against the inverse of the correlation 
length can give us 9. This is shown in Fig. 3.7(a) and (b). 
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10。 — ^ 
3.3(e) m=4 
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X X X X X 
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_ / 
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z=ln(W) 
Fig. 3.3 Distributions of the renormalized transfer rates for s=ia® 
anda^=0.2 on the original lattice (a) and those after 1 -5 times of 
decimation (b)-(f). 
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Fig. 3.4 Evolution of the mean value of coupling constant W and site energy V 
under LSR transformation fora;=0.3, 0.6 ； s=10"^10'® For explainations, see 
text. 
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respectively. 
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3.3 Scaling Form of Diffusion Front 
Being one of the most important quantities in diffusion 
problem, the probability density P^(t) attracts much interest of 
researchers, however, in few cases can its exact analytic form be 
solved out. Instead, based on various knowledge of anomalous 
diffusion, scaling forms for P (t) have been proposed. For 
n 
example, for diffusion on fractals, one can generally expect the 
probability density at position T to have the form [8] 
df-d 
t) = — nf ^ . 1 (3.3.1) 
广、F, iJ d /2 II i/d 
t s t "J 
i/d ‘ 气 / 2 
where t ^ comes from the anomalous diffusion law ； t 
d -d 
accounts for the density of states while r ^ accounts for the 
density of the fractal substrate. One consequence of the above 
scaling form is that 1/d^ becomes a gap exponent for the moments 
of the probability density, 
f k/d 
< r S = P(r,t) r d^r ^ t ^ • (3.3.2) 
% 
Also note that the scaling form (3.3.1) is exact for diffusion on 
a self-avoiding walk (SAW). In our 1-d diffusive system, d^is just 
equal to d = 1 and in view of the scaling of the autocorrelation 
function in eq. (2.3.3), (2.3.8), the prefactor in eq. (3.3.1) is 
recognized to be P^(t). Hence we write 
P n ⑴ = V t ) G ( ^ ) (3.3.3) 
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2 1 / 2 
where L(t) = <X (t)> is the diffusion length. This form can be 
seen to be analogous to the one we have written for P (s) in the 
n 
LT domain (eq.(3.2.4)). The actual form of the scaling function 
G(x) have been the focus of controversy. One generally agrees that 
G(x) ~ exp(-xU) (3.3.4) 
but the value of u do not have a universial accepted one. In 
ordered system, u = 2 (Gaussian form). In disordered system, there 
are different proposed values. Banavar and Willemsen [50], 
0'Shaughnessy and Procaccia [51], [52] have worked out that 
u = d , the random walk dimension. Halvin, Movshovitz, Trus and 
w 
Weiss [53] found out that for diffusion on d = 2 percolation, 
u = 1.65 ± 0.10. While Koscielny-Bunde, Bunde, Havlin and Stanley 
[54]’ (see also [ 5 5 ] )， when simulating diffusion of particles with 
hard core interaction on lattice decorated by an anomalous 
distribution of transfer rates as in eq.(3.2.1), found that 
u « 1.4 for a = 1/2 and u « 1.2 for a = 2/3. These values are all 
not far from the finding of Guyer [48] that u = (l-l/d 广 for 
W 
diffusion on the Sierpinski gasket. In this section we intend to 
find out the explicit form of the scaling function based on the 
LSR result on the diffusion front, hopefully to gain more evidence 
and understanding of the it. 
Since the outcome of the LSR procedure is the LT of the 
diffusion front, P (s), we seek to find the scaling function F(z) 
n 
in eq.(3.2.4) which we reproduce here, 
< M s ) > = <P^(s)> , (3.3.5) 
and then take the inverse LT. F(z) have the form exp(-|z| ) in 
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ordered system ( see Appendix D ), but for disordered system it 
would take a different form. In the last section we have argued 
-i/d 
〜 W 
that the correlation length scales as 5(s) = 2sP。(s) - s . 
-i/d 
W 
Hence the argument in F(z) would scale as ns . We want to 
verify that F(z) is actually given by 
-i/d 
= exp( -Inis ^ ) . (3.3.6) 
In Fig. 3.8(a) and (b), P /P is plotted against n in a double 
n 0 
log-log scale using several values of s for a = 0.3 and 0.6 
respectively. As was discussed in the last section, values of 
p (s) averaged over many realizations was used. The slopes of the 
n 
data lines obtained are all equal to 1 with great accuracy in the 
case of a = 0.3 and not far from 1 as a = 0.6, showing the linear 
dependence of |n| in the argument of the exponential in F(z). Next 
we plot P /P against s for several values of n in Fig. 3.9(a) and 
n 0 
(b). As the slopes are compared with the expected value of 1/d^, 
we can see that they agree near the end of the lattice, i.e., when 
|n| is large. This has some implication to the region of validity 
of the scaling form we aim at. In order to obtain G(x) in 
eq.(3.3.3), we take inverse LT of eq.(3.3.5). This can be done by 
finding the stationary point of the argument in the exponential in g 
the integral and then use a steepest descend approximation . The 
result should be 
8 The argument is (f>is) = st-ns^^^^, with stationary point 
s*~(t/n)dwZ(l一dw) • substitution of the integral by the value at s 
would give the result in the text. 
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G ~ exp[-f-In丨一 I； = - A - t - (3.3.7) 
^ i/d , d - 1 
. I L(t) w J j w 
This confirms the finding in ref. [48], where Guyer divided the 
l-t U is distance) space into two regions : region I is for 
i/d i/d 
ts " < 1 and region II for is ‘  > 1. It was argued that the 
above scaling form (eq.(3.3.6)) is valid in region II, i.e., when 
the distance considered is greater than the typical diffusion 
length. This was indeed observed in our LSR data as mentioned 
above concerning the slopes in Fig. 3.9. On the other hand, the 
finding in ref. [50] with the exponential u = d^ is valid in 
region I since they concentrated on the Markovian property ( the 
Chapman-KoImogorov equation ) of the process. G in eq. (3.3.6) is 
in the form of the so-called stretched exponential first 
introduced by R. Kohlrausch in 1854 [18], which is now believed to 
account for typical relaxation behaviour in disordered systems. 
[56] 
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Fig. 3.8 Log-log plot of In(戶门/巨o) against n for (a)a:=0.3, (b)a:=0.6 at 
different values of s. As indicated in the brackets, the slopes are all close to 
1, implying linear dependence on |n| in the exponential of the scaling 
function F(z). 
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Fig. 3.9 Log-log plot of ln(Pn/^) against s for (a)0^=0.3, (b)ar=0.6 at 
different position. The indicated values of the slope for large n are not far 
from the exact values of 1/dw=0.412 and 0.286 respectively, supporting this to 
to be the exponent of s in the exponential of the scaling function F(z). 
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4 . DIFFUSION IN HIERARCHICAL SYSTEMS 
In this chapter we study the problem of diffusion on 
Ultrametric Space (UMS), which consists of hierarchies of 
length/time scales qualitatively similar to our previous models 
with broad distribution of transfer rates. The geometry of UMS 
with a branching ratio b = 2 is shown schematically in Fig. 
5.1(a). In order to cross from a site to another you have to go 
over certain hierarchies of path and that defines the distance 
(metric) between two sites which is different from that in 
Euclidean space. Recently, it had been realized that various 
complex systems are the stage for ultrametric topology. For 
examples, Mezard et. al. [57] had shown that there is a 
hierarchical structure of the ensemble of spin glass states, and 
Palmer et. al. [56] had considered models of hierarchically 
constrained dynamics for glassy relaxation. The problem of 
diffusion on UMS was first studied by Huberman and Kerszberg [58] 
using an approximate RG while an exact RG was later obtain by 
Maritan and Stella [59]^. The advantage of studying diffusion on 
UMS is that, unlike our previous models, the ME on UMS can be 
exactly solved [60] due to the deterministic nature of it. The 
anomalous to normal diffusion law transition (termed dynamical 
transition) was established by Teitel et. al. [61]. The relaxation 
law on this kind of systems was found to be the Kohlrausch law 
(the one we mentioned in section 3.3) [62]. Tight binding model 
9 Their exact RG will be considered in section 4.2. 
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with hierarchical coupling coefficients was also the subject of 
study [63, [64]. This kind of models can account for the 
eigenstates in quasi-crystal1ine solids. Furthermore, a Fibonacci 
chain can be shown to be equivalent to a hierarchical structure 
[65]. 
The hierarchical metric in UMS can be represented by a RBM with 
an energetic activated hopping picture as shown in Fig. 5.1(b). In 
this case the sites are replaced by the labeled cells, which are 
separated by barriers with heights distributed hierarchically. For 
example, the first hierarchy has barrier height €〇’ the second e^ 
and the third e , and so on. Hence the largest barrier (smallest 
2 
transfer rate) occurs at the middle of the lattice. This kind of 
distribution of barrier heights can also be generated by placing 
the first hierarchy of barriers on every other sites (boundaries 
of the cells) on the lattice, then the second hierarchy on every 
other sites of the unoccupied sites, and so on. This method of 
generation can make the hierarchical nature of the system 
apparent. Also, UMS with different branching ratio or 
multi-branching ratio in one lattice can be studied. 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 111213 14 15 
Fig. 4.1 (a) Schematic representation of an Ultrametric Space (UMS). 
^ ^ hopping rate 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Fig. 4.1 (b) A hierarchical barrier model. The hopping rates are 
denoted as eg, ，它之，…for different hierarchies. 
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4.1 Scaling and Probability Densities 
Following Teitel et.al. [61] we reduce the hierarchical 
lattice to be described by a single parameter R defined to be the 
ratio of the hopping rates of two successive hierarchies and set 
the first hierarchy to have unit hopping rate corresponding to set 
the basic time scale. That is, 
e 
c = 1 ， R = ~ — i = 0, 1, 2, ... (4. 1.1) 
0 S 
R < 1 by our definition. Diffusion on this lattice is described by 
the ME as in eq.〔1.3.1) and (1.3.2). The transfer rate 
across a barrier is then inversely proportional to the barrier 
height. Mathematically, it can be generated as 
W = Rm if (n mod b M = 0 for all 1 ^ m (4.1.2) 
n, n+1 
where b is the branching ratio. In ref. [61] the anomalous 
diffusion law and its dynamical transition to normal law on this 
hierarchical lattice was obtained through various kinds of RG 
including decimation method, perturbative RG and numerical RG, as 
well as scaling arguments. We would like to see how these results 
are equivalent to those for our Model I through a mapping between 
the two parameters of the corresponding models. In ref. [61] the 
autocorrelation function P^(t) was found to scale as 
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P。（t)〜t-x(R) , x(R) = (4.1.3) 
In the case of Model I we have found in section 2.2 that P^(t) 
-i/d 
indeed scales as t " with d = (2-a)/(l-a). By equating these 
w 
two scaling relations, we have 
— i n h + iriR (4 ^ 4) 
a £HR ⑷ 1.4J 
which is the mapping desired. This has two consequences : the 
relation maps the interval [0,1/2] of R to [0,oo) of a which is the 
regime for anomalous diffusion to occur. Secondly, we have argued 
in section 2.2 that when a < 0 the distribution p(W) is no longer 
anomalous and normal diffusion is retained. Hence, a = 0 is the 
point of transition between the two . different behaviour. 
Equivalently, we can say that R^ = 1/2 is the corresponding 
transition point in the hierarchical model and indeed this was 
established by Teitel et. al. using his RG methods. Therefore we 
have successfully link two seemingly different models together, 
one with a continuous power law distribution of transfer rates 
while the other possesses discrete hierarchical barriers. By the 
mapping (4.1.4) all the dynamical scaling of say, the mean-square 
displacement, the diffusion coefficient can be brought into 
equivalence. However, the existence of hierarchies of time scale 
(different rates to cross barriers with different height) is more 
apparent in this model. 
Next we have interest in obtaining the LT probability density 
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P (s). Eq. (4.1.2) enables us to generate the transfer rates on the 
n 
lattice easily. The probability density can then be calculated 
using the LSR procedure. For R > 〜， P ^ ( s ) is a smooth function of 
position as shown in Fig. 4.2(a) - (d) for different values of s. 
As R increases, it will approach the equal barrier case (R = 1) 
when P (s) is actually the LT of the Gaussian function. For 
n 
R < R , instead, P (s) is highly localized at the most difficult 
c n 
barriers to cross, which are indicated in Fig. 4.3(a) - (d). This 
gives us a clear realization of the hierarchical structure of the 
underlying lattice and in fact, by approximating these localized 
states by delta functions at the barriers, Teitel were able to 
find that the position correlation function relaxing as a 
stretched exponential under a harmonic potential [62]. 
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4.2 Exact Renormalization and Lattice Green Function 
In this section we have interest to perform an exact RG 
introduced by Maritan and Stella [59] and then to obtain the Green 
Function of the ME which is useful to discuss, for example, 
localization problem. We first introduce a formalism of Domany et. 
al. [66] which will be used in our subsequent decimation 
calculation. This formalism is similar to the degenerate 
perturbation formalism of Niu and Nori [63]. 
The LT form of the ME eq.(3.1.1) is the same as the Schodinger 
equation in the tight binding model, with V^ acting as the site 
energies, W the coulping coefficients, s the eigenvalue and 
n,n+l 
p (s) the eigenfunction. Following the usual notations in quantum 
n 
mechanics, the eigenvalue equation has the form 
H li//> = E \ip> . (4.2. 1) 
If we divide our lattice into two subspaces denoted by 1 and 2, 
and denote the projections of \ 中 > onto these subspaces as 丨！/；丄〉and 
respectively. Then eq. (4.2.1) reads 
「 -I p -1 r -
HiiHi2 = E ' V (4.2.2) 
H21 «22 ' V ' V . 
_ J L» J L • 
Using eq. (4.2.2) we can express \\p > in term of \ip > as 
li// > = (E - H > (4.2.3) 22 21 
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which on substituting into the second line of eq.(4.2.2), gives 
= [ Hii + HI2(E - ] ' V = E|〜> (4.2.4) 
where H is the effective Hamiltonian for subspace 1. Thus 
eff 
intead of solving the equation on the whole lattice, we can solve 
eq. (4.2.4) for a sublattice, but giving the same eigenvalue. If 
the new eigenvalue equation (4.2.4) is set to have the same form 
as the original one, a recursive relation of the eigenvalue can be 
obtained through which properties of the infinite lattice can be 
obtained. The formalism had been applied to the cases of 
an ordered linear chain, the Sierpinski gasket and the Berker 
lattice. We want to use it on the hierarchical system here. 
The LSR decimation procedure (every other site is decimated) 
we have been using is a general scheme usable to an arbitrary 
lattice. However, it can easily be seen that the hierarchical 
system is not translationally invariant and hence a decimation 
scheme which preserve the hierarchical structure should be used. 
This can be attained by decimating every other pair on the 
lattice, the situation is shown in Fig. 5.4. We desire to get, 
after decimation, a ME of the same form as the original one, with 
renormalized coupling constants (and also rescaled eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors, which is different from the case of LSR) and that 
constitute the RG transformation. To apply the above formalism, we 
stick to Fig. 5.5 where the sites have been relabelled and the 
lattice after one decimation is shown. The "Hamiltonian" matrix of 
the lattice is 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0 厂-s e 
0 0 
1 - ( g + c ) e e 0 2 2 0 
2 e -(e +e ) e^ 
2 0 2 0 
3 -e C^ 0 0 
4 e 。 - ( ^ ) + 、 ） S 
5 S _ (。 o +、） 
7 e e, - i e + e ) 
0 1 0 1 " " 
…（ 4 . 2 . 5 ) 
where it is partitioned such that the decimated sites and the left 
ones form their own subspace. We can then calculate H^^^ using 
eq. (4.2.4). Since the submatrix (s - H ) is in block diagonal 
form, the inverse of which consists of inverse of the block, which 
reads (From then on we will set e^ to 1 as explained in the last 
section.) 
「 s + l + e -e "1 一 1 1 「 s + l + e c ‘ 
1 1 = - L 1 1 (4.2.6) 
-e s+l+e 1 e s+l+e 1 1 1 1 _ J 匕 
where A^ = Putting this result into eq. (4.2.4) and 








H 1 1 
eff S + l + e e ^ 
0 - S - A ^ -
c s+l+e 
0 0 ^ 
1 1 _ 
...(4.2.7) 
After the sites labelled 4 ， 5 ， 6 and 7 have been decimated, the 
new coupling constants are e^ and We expect the Hamiltonian 
H' to be 
0 1 2 3 
0 「 “ 0 0 
1 _ ( < + < ) < 
- 0 , ,、 , (4.2.8) 
H - 2 c； - ( W i ) 
3 e'o -c； 
We will also set eg to be 1 to set the time scale on the 
renormalized lattice. If we rescale the eigenvector as 
丨 = f (s,cj li//^ > (4.2.9) 
where f (s, e^) such that the eigenvalue equation for the new 
lattice becomes 
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H'丨0'> = s' liy> . (4.2. 10) 1 
Hence if we write eq. (4.2.4) for subspace 1 in the form of 
eq. (4. 2. 10), i.e., 
A 
H ‘ I0'> = s ~ — li//'> (4.2.11) 
eff e ^ 1 
with H ‘ differs from H by the factor f(s,c ), we can compare 
e f f eff 1 
it with eq.(4.2.10) to extract the exact RG transformation : 
(s+l+2e ) 。 . 1 
s' = (s + 1)2 — - - 2 (4.2.12) 、 ‘ 
= f(s,c (4.2. 13) 
i 1 i+l 
These, together with eq.(4.2.9), are exactly those given by 
Maritan and Stella [59]. 
The Green function of a lattice with n hierarchies is then 
formally given by [66] 
G(n)(s) =「(H - s)-i].. (4.2.14) 
i j -‘ 1J » 
and that after a decimation 
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G(n-I)(s') =「(H - s' )•'] (4.2.15) 
i j L eff -‘ i j . 
The Green function has several important applications. For 
example, the (0,0) component of G^^^ (s), i.e., G 二 )(s), is the 
autocorrelation function and hence the local density of state can 
be calculated from it using eq. (1.3.8). And in general (s) 
would be the correlation function between the two sites. For a 
linear chain and a Sierpinski gasket, Domany et. al. [66] had 
found that (二 (s) and (s, ) have, at long times (s — 0), 
the relation 
Gi(;)(s) = f(€) G(二)(s') (4.2.16) 
where f (s) is some scaling function similar to our f (s, e^) in 
eq. (4.2.9) and i,j belong to subspace 1. The validity of this 
relation enables the calculation of (二 (s) recursively from 
G;o)(s)， and the asymptotic property of the Green function is then 
determined by the RG transformation eq. (4.2. 12) and (4.2.13). In 
our case of a hierarchical lattice, 口丄(二 (s) and G (二 (s') have 
been explicitly calculated and are placed in Appendix E. However, 
further works are needed to explore whether relation (4.2.16) 
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Fig. 4.4 Decimation procedure of Maritan and Stella [59] 
where every other pair of cells are decimated. 
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Fig. 4.5 (a) Labelling of the sites In the decimation calculation and 
(b) the renormalized coupling constants. 
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4.3 The Range of Diffusion 
The range R of a diffusion is defined as the number of 
n 
distinct sites visited by the random walker in n steps, and is 
another quantity of interest, other than the mean-square 
displacement, in RW theory. Its moments for a RW on a UMS is our 
study in this section. The first two moments of R^, i.e., the mean 
range <R > and the mean-square range <R > are usually denoted by 
n n 
S and V respectively. In particular, S has a scaling with n 
n n n 
shown as followed. From our discussion on diffusion on a general 
fractal in section 2.3, we know that the number of distinct sites 
d 
visited should scale as X where X is the root-mean-square 
displacement and d^ is the fractal dimension of the substrate. 
Hence by the law of anomalous diffusion we have 
d d /d 
S ~ X "" ~ n f w . (4.3.1) 
n 
Using the definition of the spectral dimension 〜 i n eq. (2.3.8), 
we also have 
d /2 
S ~ n s . (4.3.2) 
n 
It had been shown (eq. (2.3. 10)) that -d^/2 is also the scaling 
exponent of the autocorrelation function P^(t). For a RW on UMS, 
d = 1/d = X where x is given by lah/ia{h/R) (eq. (4.1.3))’ with b 
s W 
being the branching ratio of the UMS. 
In order to find the higher moments of R^, some simulation 
have been performed for b = 2，R = 0.3. These give x a value of 
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0.365. This value of x is in the so-called recurrent region 
(X < 1) of diffusion [67] where there is a finite probability for 
the random walker to return to the origin (The inverse situation 
is called transient.). We first have a look at the distribution of 
R . For a walk of n = 5000, this is shown in Fig. 4.6 where the 
n 
frequency is plotted against the normalized range R /<R >. A very 
n n 
irregular distribution is obtained, which is in contrast with the 
transient case where more smooth distributions result [68]. 
Next we perform walks for different number of steps from 
n = 50 to lO'^  and compute the moments of R up to The 
n n 
results are shown in Fig. 4.7(a) and (b) as log-log plots. The 
lower moments show strict scaling while small oscillating 
behaviour appears for the higher moments. In fact, this behaviour 
also manifests in V in ref. [67] using an expansion of the exact 
n 
generating function of the RW. However, it is plausible that more 
intermediate data are needed to explore this property. Hence we 
have found in general that 
< R S ~ nT(q) . (4.3,3) 
n 
In particular, we have 
^ 0.355 ,, 0.710 o /I、 
S - n V ~ n . (4.3.4) 
n n 
These are in accord with the result in ref. [67,69] that S ~ n 
n 
and V - n^* in the recurrent region. The other values of T(q) are 
n 
then plotted in Fig. 4.8. T(q) is seen to be a linear function of 
q up to q = 10, 
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T(q) = k q (4.3.5) 
with k = 0.362 approximately equal to x. Therefore, within our 
simulation data, we have found that x is the gap exponent for the 
range R . 
n 
In conclusion, some rough simulation data have been obtained 
for the range R on a UMS. The scaling of the first two moments 
n 
agree with previous studies, while those for the higher 
moments should be supported by more delicate simulations. 
Moreover, further works should include extension to the cases of 
transient as well as strongly transient (x > 2) diffusion. 
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Fig. 4.6 Distribution of the normalized range RrV<Rn> for n=5000 on a 
bifurcating (b=2) hierarchical system with R=0.3. 
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5 . BIASED DIFFUSION 
In previous studies, we have concentrated on diffusion with 
symmetric transfer rates, however, when our results are to be 
compared with electrical conductivity experiments, only the small 
electric field regime can be considered. Therefore, we should also 
have interest in studying diffusion with asymmetric transfer rates 
when, for example, a bias electric field is added to the medium. A 
basic quantity of interest in this case is the mean displacement 
calculated by 
00 
<X(t)> = y n<P (t)> (5.0.1) 
u n . 
n = -co 
For an ordered chain with constant right and left transfer rates 
V/+ and W~ respectively, <X(t)> depend linearly on time, 
<X(t)> = AJt = (W+ - W~)t (5.0.2) 
where (W+ - W~) is the drift velocity. For an disordered medium, 
instead, <X(t)> would has a sub-linear dependence on time [70], 
[71] 
<X(t)> t^ , 5 < 1 . (5.0.3) 
This leads to a vanishing asymptotic velocity. 
The problem of diffusion with biased field and correlated 
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hopping rates was first considered by Derrida and Orbach [72]. The 
case of non-singular distribution [73] and the extensions to 
singular distribution and percolation were studied. [74], [75] 
Biased ultradiffusion models [76] was also the subject of 
investigation. In all these works, one of the main findings, 
except the sub-linear law stated above, is that the a.c. frequency 
dependent conductivity (r(w) has a crossover behaviour when the 
transfer rates becomes asymmetric. 
The bias added to a diffusive system can be implemented in two 
different ways. If a multiplicative bias is used as in ref. [74] 
and [75] the LT form of the ME (eq.(1.3.4)) should be modified as 
sP (s) = 5 - (a W + a 1 W 1 )P 
n n, 0 n+1,n n+1,n n-1,n n-1,n n 
+ a W P + a W P (5.0.4) 
n,n+l n,n+1 n+1 n,n-1 n,n-l n-1 
where 
( (n-m)e^ 、 , ^^ 
〜,m = exp( - - X T - ) 
, B 
is the bias in the direction of the electric field 径.In the case 
of additional bias the ME becomes 
sP (s) = 5 + (W + E)P + (W - E)P ^ 
n n,0 n-l,n n-1 n+1, n n+1 
- ( W + W )P (5.0.6) 
n, n-1 n, n+1 n 
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= 5 + W (P - P ) + W, (P — P ) 
n,0 n-l,n n-1 n n,n+l n+1 n 
+ £(P - P ) (5.0.7) 
n-1 n+1 
where E is the magnitude of the bias here. In section 5.1 we will 
find out the exponent 5 in eq.(5.0.3) and the crossover behaviour 
of the conductivity cr(a>) by scaling arguments. Another crossover 
of the particle from diffusive-like to drift-like motion is also 
discussed. Then in section 5.2 we will have some refined treatment 
of that crossover based on the LSR formalism. 
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5.1 Scaling Theory 
5.1.1 Linear Response 
In the problem of transport with an external biased electric 
field, a basic quantity of interest is the drift displacement <X> 
of the hopping object. In general, one finds <X(t)> - t with 
5 = 1 in normal drift process. Anomalous drift behaviour occurs 
when 5 1. In this case, the drift mobility jj. is related to the 
_ 0 
conductivity through <r ~ ne[i. Hence ji(L)…(r(L) ~ L is range 
dependent. In this drift regime, the drift displacement <X> ~ >i5t， 
where is the velocity and 心 scales in the same way as cr and fi. 
Thus one obtains <X> ~ L ~ or L ~ 七"(1+⑴.Hence, 
5 = 1 1 ^ (5. 1.1) 
1 + 9 . 
The frequency dependence of the conductivity in the drift regime 
is also different from that given by eq. (2.1.6) and (2.1.7) in the 
,1/(1+6) -1/(1+9) , . . 
diffusion regime. As L ~ t - o) ’ one obtains 
(r(w) ~ o /， w i t h 
y = 1 e ^ (5. 1.2) 
� 1 + e . 
Hence, as an external bias field is turned on, the w dependence of 
0 / (2+0) 
cr will cross over from the diffusion limit of (r(w) ~ u) to 
f)/ ( ) 
the drift limit of (r(w) ~ u . Here it should be emphasized 
that we assume linear response and we do not attempt to treat the 
crossover to higher electric fields. 
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With respect to the three models considered in section 2. 1, 
the values of 5 and y can be found in terms of the model 
parameters by putting in the corresponding values of 9. For 
example, eq. (2. 1.16) gives 
y = a (5.1.3) 
for Model I, in accord with ref. [72] using an effective medium 
approximation. The other exponents for model II and III are also 
listed in Table 5.1. 
Numerical simulation was also carried out to verify the above 
results. In the presence of a biased electric field, the exponent 
5 can be found by measuring the mean-displacement. The bias is 
most easily implemented by introducing a multiplicative bias a 
(0 < a一 1 < 1). Our simulation results show that for Model I, 5 is 
not very sensitive to the magnitude of a (for a as large as 10), 
though on even larger bias, a crossover to the drift behaviour 
(<X> ~ t) should occur. In Fig. 5.1，we verify the relation 
5 = 1-a. 
5. 1.2 Diffusion-Drift Crossover 
Though linear response is our main concern in the last 
subsection, we do see, in the numerical simulations, that the 
system has a crossover to the normal drift process (6 = 1) under a 
large biased electric field. Indeed, we can have an estimate of 
this critical bias as followed. If a is the magnitude of the bias, 
the drift velocity and the diffusion coefficient are roughly equal 
to 
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~ <W>(a"^ - a) , (5. 1.4) 
and 
D ~ ~^<W>(a + a"^) (5. 1.5) 
in Model I. [74] Hence in unit time if ^^ 2： D, the drift distance 
overcomes the diffusion distance and crossover occurs. Equating 
the above two quantities we get 
2<\i>a^ - a^ - 4<W>a^ - a + 2<W> = 0 . (5.1.6) 
With <W> =丄 一 a， t h e critical bias a = a (a) can be obtained by 
Z - OC c c 
solving the polynomial equation. The result is shown in Fig. 5.2. 
This phase diagram shows that for a particular degree of 
disorder (a fixed), as the bias is increased (a ^ decreased), 
— there would be a crossover from diffusive behaviour to drift 
behaviour when the phase boundary is passed, and this critical 
bias needed is larger for a larger value of a. This can be 
explained by the fact that for values of a close to 1, the 
occurence of very small transfer rate is frequent, and it needs a 
large bias to drift the particle. 
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X 8 y 
Model I ^―^~ 1 - a a 
(0 < a < 1) " a 
^ , , 1 - p 1 1 - 玲 
Model II "1 . p p 厂 
( 0 < ^ < 1 ) 曰 曰 
Model III -
( 0 < r < 2 ) ^ 了 一 1 万 一 1 
Table 5.1 Transport exponents S and y in biased diffusion 
calculated as functions of the parameters of scale-invariant 
distributions for Model I， II and III. The exponent x is also 
reproduced from Table 2.1 to illustrate the crossover of cr(⑴）from 
t/ to c/ when the bias field is switched on. 
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Fig. 5.1 The drift exponent 5 from simulation plotted againsta^in Model 丨’ 
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Fig. 5.2 The critical bias ac plotted against a in Model I. 
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5.2 Crossover Behaviour under an Additional Bias 
The LSR procedure developed in chapter 3 is going to be applied 
and used to study bias diffusion, in particular, the crossover 
behaviour from a diffusive regime to a drift-like regime similar 
to that estimated in the last subsection. We choose to work on a 
hierarchical system defined in chapter 4 parametrized by the ratio 
R of the barrier length of two successive hierarchies. The 
situation in the model with power law distribution of transfer 
rates can then be obtained by the mapping in eq.(4.1.4). Also, we 
would work only with a constant bias. 
The LSR transformation in eq. (3.2.13), (3.2.14) and (3.2.15) 
can be easily extended to the case of asymmetric transfer rates by 
keeping track of the difference between W and W • In the 
r o n’m m , n 
actual computation, a realization of the lattice is generated 
first, and then each W is multiplied/divided by a constant factor 
( a in eq. (5.0.5) ) in the case of multiplicative bias, or 
added/subtracted a constant value ( E in eq. (5.0.6) ) for a 
additional bias. Thereafter, the LSR procedure is applied to 
calculate the diffusion front and hence the LT mean displacement, 
00 
<X(s)> = Y n<P (s)> (5.2. 1) 
Lt n . 
n = -oo 
However, we found that only in the case of an additional bias can 
the probability density P^(s) has a proper normalization as 
required in eq. (3.2.5). Hence we will stick to that type of bias 
in our subsequent discussion. Note also that from eq. (5.0.6) we 
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can see that the on site energies V do not change their values 
n 
but only that the coupling constants W are biased. 
In Fig. 5.3， we have plotted <X(s)> against s for two values of 
R (and and hence a) in the anomalous region, for several 
magnitudes of bias E. The straight line corresponds to that in 
ordered system, for which we have <X(t )> - t, and hence 
—2 
<X(s)> - s" . From the data, we observe an approach in the value 
of 8 in the anomalous drifted diffusion law <X(t)> ~ t to 1 
(linear dependence on t) as the bias is increased. Thus if we 
treat different values of 5 representing different phase of the 
diffusion, we want to trace out how the degree of disorder 
(different values of R) would affect this evolution of phase. In 
order to do this, we found out the value of 5 by fitting until a 
critical bias field E is reached such that 5 = 0.9, for different 
c 
values of R (AR = 0.01). This is shown in Fig. 5.4(a), showing 
that in general E。 would increase with R. The corresponding 
crossover diagram for the parameter a is shown in Fig. 5.4(b). 
This shows quite a different characteristic as compared with that 
in Fig. 5.2 where multiplicative bias was considered. 
We can also find out the crossover behaviour to higher order 
phases by setting 5 to a larger value. Some data are presented 
here for 5 equals to 0.92, 0.94, 0.96 and 0.98. in Fig. 5.5(a) and 
(b). A common feature observed in these diagrams is that when the 
bias is increased to the degree such that 5 is close to 1, the 
effect of disorder is smashed out, leaving an almost constant 
phase line. This is in accord with what we expect. 
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6 . PHYSICAL REALIZATIONS AND RELATED PROBLEMS 
Several physical realizations of the ME considered in this 
report will be mentioned and briefly discussed in this chapter. 
The purpose of doing this is to show the wide applicability of 
diffusion models in different physical situations and to reveal 
the simple but important fact in the study of physics that the 
same type of equations have the same solution. We would also have 
an application to experimental observations concerning the 
frequency dependence of conductivity of some quasi-one-dimensional 
material. 
In section 6.2 we can, in addition， see that the scaling 
relations in diffusion problem are related to those for the 
conductance of a Random Resistor Network (RRN), whose properties 
are of current interest and widely studied. 
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6.1 Physical Realizations 
The physical realizations going to be discussed here included 
lattice vibrations of a harmonic chain ； hopping conduction of 
classical particles ； magnetic models ； electrical lines and 
fermion systems. These are listed as followed. 
(1) Lattice Vibrations of a Harmonic Chain 
The equation of motion for a harmonic chain is 
M u = K (u - u ) + K (u - u ) (6. 1.1) 
n n n-l,n n-1 n n,n+l n+1 n 
where u denotes the displacement of the mass n with mass M^ and 
K are the coupling constants. We have two choice here that 
either M or K is random variable. For the latter case, i.e., a 
n n,m 
constant mass chain, eq.(6.1.1) is then of the same form as the ME 
eq.(1.3.1). The LT of it gives 
-MQ^u = K (u - u ) + K (u - u ) (6.1.2) 
n n-l,n n-1 n n,n+l n+1 n 
where on identifying -Q^ with w and K /M with W we have the 
n,in n,m 
same LT master equation but extended to the imaginary region of 
the w-plane. This is the technique of Analytic Continuation. The 
random 1-d harmonic chain problem had been the subject of the 
pioneer work of Dyson [77], only that his theory cannot be 
applied to the case with anomalous distributions of coupling 
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constants. 
(2) Hopping Conduction of Classical Particles 
If we associate the RW in the RBM with an energetic activated 
process, i.e., the transfer rate can be given by 
-A .、 
W = W exp 二 (6. 1.3) 
n,m 0 k T ， 、 B 乂 
where A is the activation energy between sites n and m. A 
n,in n , m 
need not be symmetric at low temperatures but this is true for 
high temperatures, and hence our model of symmetric barriers can 
be applied. More definitely, if the activation energies follow 
a distribution like 
p(A) = p^exp( ) , A 之 A。 （6.1.4) 
B 
where A is some lower cutoff. Then it can be shown that the 
0 
corresponding distribution of the transfer rates p(W) is the power 
law distribution 
p(W) ~ W-a ’ （X = 1 - 务 （6. 1.5) 
0 
with a temperature dependent power. This would in turn lead to a 
conductivity with frequency dependence 
(T -T)/(T +T) 
(T⑷ ~ (-iw) ° ° (6.1.6) 
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and the constant parameter T。can be tuned. This result had been 
applied to explain experimental measurements for a quasi-1一d 
superionic conductor Hollandite K Mg Ti 0 [78] and also 
^ 1.54 ^ 0 . 7 7 7.23 16 
some organic conductor like [Qn(TCNQ)^] [79]. The results were 
found to agree very well. 
(3) Magnetic Models 
In usual notations, a spin system Hamiltonian reads 
H = - y J 'S ''S . (6. 1.7) 
L n,n+l n n+1 
n 
The Heisenberg equation of motion for the raising operator, in the 
perturbation treatment that the z-component of S^ is approximately 
equal to the total spin S, 
, d S + 
B = -SJ (-S+ + S+) + SJ (S+ - S ) (6. 1.8) 
i d t n-l,n n-1 n n, n+1 n n+1 
then describes a spin wave. Using a transformation first 
introduced by Holstein and Primakoff [80], 
r a+a -11/2 
S+ = (2S严 1 - ^ a - (2S严a (6.1.9) 
n Z b n n , 
the equation of motion for a^ becomes 
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. d a 
= SJ (a - a ) + SJ (a - a ) (6.1.10) 
1 d t n-l，n n-1 n n，n+l n+1 n 
which again by analytic continuation : it — t and 
SJ /h —> W , eq. (6.1.10) can be mapped to our ME. 
n , m n, m 
(4) Electrical Lines 
An electrical line with grounded capacitors attached to its 
nodes has the charges on the capacitors governed by 
dq ( q q 
= y (T — - (6.1.11) 
dt L n,m C C 
m ^ m n 
where q is the charge on capacitor C^. On identifying (t^^^/C^^^ 
as W eq. (6.1.11) is again the same as the ME. 
n, m 
(5) Fermion Systems 
To treat electronic systems which can be described by the 
tight binding model Hamiltonian with random site energies and 
coupling coefficients, we have to solve the eigenvalue problem 
(Schrodinger equation) which is similar to that for our ME matrix. 
This relation had been mentioned in association with our 
discussion in section 4. 2. 
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6.2 Equivalence with Random Resistor Network (RRN) Problem 
The overall conductance of a material which is a random 
mixture of two different conductances is a problem both of 
theoretical interest and practical importance. In this section we 
would see that this is indeed related to the problem of diffusion 
on that kind of material. In the theoretical side, the above 
problem is usually tackled by means of percolation theory. A 
percolation can easily be generated by adding bonds / sites to an 
infinite lattice according to a probability p. There is a 
threshold p such that for p > p an infinite cluster exists but 
C c 
for p < p only finite clusters are present. The behaviour of the 
c 
percolation near this threshold is similar to those of 
thermodynamics phase transition, and are governed by various 
scaling laws. Two geometrical critical exponents relevant to our 
discussion are to be introduced here. For details of the others, 
see ref. [81]. The percolation probability P is the probability 
-.- 00 
that a given bond / site belongs to the infinite cluster. P⑴ is 
zero when p < p . When p approaches p from above, P would scale 
f c C ⑴ 
as 
P ~ (p - p )日 (6.2.1) 
00 c 
where 13 is the critical exponent here. Another exponent v governs 
the behaviour of the correlation length ^(p) near p^. The 
correlation length is defined through the two points correlation 
function G ( x ) : 
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G(x)〜exp — ^ ^ (6.2.2) 
If each bond / site is associated with a conductance, then it 
becomes an electrical percolation. The case which attracts much 
interest is a binary mixture of conductances (t and cr , with one 
上 d 
on the percolation cluster and other on the remaining. There are 
two important limiting cases. The first one corresponds to that 
one of them is an insulator (cr = 0 ) which is then just a RRN 
2 
problem. In this case the conductance of the network is found to 
be Z = (r^A(p), where the function A(p) clearly has the properties 
A(p ) = 0 and A(l) = 1. As p approaches p from above, Z will 
C C 
vanish according to 
Z ~ (T A (p - p . (6.2.3) 
1 + c 
The second limiting case corresponds to that one of the components 
is superconducting, i.e. , (r^  = oo. This is called a Random 
Superconductor Network (RSN). The conductance is similarly given 
by Z = (r^B(p) with B(0) = 1 and B(p^) = oo. As p approaches p^ from 
below, S will vanish by another exponent s 
Z ~ (T B (p - p)-s . (6.2.4) 
2 - c 
The problem of diffusion on percolation clusters was first 
introduced by de Gennes [82] as the famous 'ant in the labyrinth' 
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to determine the critical exponents t and s. The random walker on 
the RRN was called an 'ant' , while that on the RSN was called a 
'termite’. The linkage is that the random walk dimension d^ in the 
basic law of anomalous diffusion eq. (2.1.1) is in some way related 
to t and s, as while as the two geometrical exponents given above. 
For the ant problem, it has been studied by various techniques 
such as scaling arguments and RG that d is given by [21], [22]， 
w 
[83] 
d = 2 + 卜 0 (6.2.5) 
w V 
For the termite problem, if we write the mean-square displacement 
as 
<X^(t)> 〜tK ， (6.2.6) 
then K is given by [84] 
K = 1 + — — ^ ^ (6.2.7) 
Zv + t - (B . 
There are also variations of the termite model studied [30], [85], 
[86], however, they all serve our purpose here as manifestation of 
the close relationship between the two problems. 
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7 . DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
Here we summarize and give concluding remarks for this report ； 
we also bring out some discussions, which are grouped into several 
points : 
(a) In this report, we have studied diffusion on a regular 
(non-fractal) lattice with bond disorder, using scaling 
arguments, RG methods and numerical simulations. Broad 
distributions of transfer rates are the main source of 
disorder. Anomalous diffusion laws were found in which the 
main characteristic is the existence of many length/time 
scales, and also departure from Markovian behaviour. In 
relation to electrical problem, a frequency dependent 
conductivity was found. Three models of hopping transport and 
hierarchical systems are the objects of investigation. In 
addition, we have studied biased diffusion and have obtained 
the" 'phase diagram, for the diffusion-drift crossover. 
Relations to diffusion on fractals and related models are 
addressed. The diffusion problem was also shown to have a wide 
range of physical realizations. 
(b) Other than the techniques used in this report, there have been 
some useful ones in the study of diffusion, for examples, the 
transfer matrix method and the Effective Medium Approximation 
(EMA). The EM A, which can be treated as a kind of mean-field 
theory, was successfully applied to RRN problems [87] and 
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diffusion problems. It is based on the assumption that the 
disordered medium can be replaced by an effective homogeneous 
one the value of which is determined by a self-consistence 
condition. The advantage of it is easy to gain explicit 
results and extended to higher dimensions, however, estimate 
of its accuracy is usually tedious [88]. For our diffusion 
Model I, the EMA yields the same scaling results as those in 
chapter 2 [3]. They differ from the exact results only by 
prefactors. Finally, for the hierarchical systems considered 
in chapter 4, the generating function techniques [67] of RW 
can be applied to get exact results for the probability 
density and the autocorrelation function. 
(c) The anomalous diffusion process considered is physically a 
critical phenomenon. We can bring out some hallmarked features 
of it. The LT probability density P^(s) corresponds to the 
spin-spin correlation function in the Ising model, with s 
acting as the ‘temperature,. As s approaches a critical value 
s = 0 (the long time asymptote), both the correlation length 
c -i/d 〜 .1 
？(s) ~ s w the probability conservation Z P^(s) = s 
diverge. The scaling laws obtained in section 2.1 among the 
scaling exponents d^, 9, x and C» show that only one of them 
is independent. Furthermore, from our discussion in section 
1.2, we know that there exist different universality classes 
of the diffusion process, within each an appropriate limit 
theorem can lead to a scaling form of P^(s). For example, the 
case of normal diffusion (d^ = 2) corresponds to the 
mean-field solution of the problem. 
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(d) Further works that can be performed following the lines we 
have laid down Include ： studies on different RW models, for 
examples, the models with random traps or forces mentioned in 
section 1.3 ； generalization of the problem to higher 
dimensions ； more extensive treatment on the range of 
diffusion (section 4.3) ； and use of larger computational 
power to enable to perform more delicate numerical 
simulations, in hope to yield more definite results on large 
systems and asymptotic behaviour on them. For the second one, 
in particular, Teitel [61] had investigated d dimensional 
hierarchical systems. Also the hierarchical structure can be 
extended to a kind of grafted SG [89] and dynamical transition 
on it can be found. 
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Appendix A Derivation of Equation (1.3.8) 
The expression of the density of states in eq.(1.3.8) will be 
derived in this appendix. The starting point is eq. (1.3.7), namely 
广00 
P (t) = dX NiX) exp(-Xt) (A. 1) 
0 
J 0 
where N{X) is the eigenvalue density of state, 
m ) = <5(A - X.)> (A.2) 
i 
Taking LT (eq.(1.3.5)) of (A.1) gives 
�00 
P ⑷ = d 入 m ) i-Y- (A.3) 
0 Ct) 十 八 
J 0 • 
Putting in (A.2) to get 
P (c) = y (A. 4) 
0 N L ⑴ + 入 . 
i i 
Hence we see that -入工（ i = l， . . . ’ N ) are the poles of ?。(。)• In order 
to avoid them, we write e for \ and let c have a small imaginary 
part e —> e - i7] which will tends to zero finally. By using the 
identity 
f N 
^ = T ——+ i7r5(e —入） （ A . 5) 
c 一 i7) _ 入 e _ 入 1 
i \ • iy 
where T denotes the principle part, we have 
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… 4 . A ) (A. 6) 
i i • 
Comparing with (A. 4) and let t) — 0+ give the desired result 
AKe) = -- Im <P ( 一 e + i O + ) > • (A. 7 ) 
71 o 
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APPENDIX B Derivation of Equation (1.3.10) 
Our starting point is the general Fluctuation-Dissipation 
Theorem relating mobility and noise, which is a generalization of 
the original Einstein Relation to non-zero frequency ： 
liiu)) = -^Y- D ⑷ （B- 1) 
B 
where is the mobility and D(a)) is the noise (velocity 
fluctuation) spectrum given by a Fourier-Laplace Transform of the 
velocity autocorrelation function, 
pCO 
• D⑷ = e x p [ i a ) ( t ' - t " ) ] <^(0)^(t'-t")> dt" . (B.2) 
0 
In the theory of stochastic processes, the Weiner-Khintchine 
Theorem can relate the power spectrum S((j) of a stochastic process 
z(t) to its autocorrelation function [10], 
r① 
S ( w ) = e x p ( i c J T ) < z ( o ) z ( T ) > d T ( B . 3 ) 
Zn • 
- 0 0 
To apply the Theorem here, take z(t) to be the velocity. Then S(cj) 
can be written as 
S ⑷ = U r n 丨 y ⑷ 丨 2 (B.4) 
where 




or 、 1 [X(T)-X(0)]2 
from which it can be seen that D(w) is also the diffusion 
coefficient at long time. The real part of D(w), from eq.(B.2) is 
「00 
灭e D(w) = cosw(t'-t") <^(0)/ij(t'-t")> dt" (B.7) 
J 0 
We can take the inverse transform of it and get 
广① 
<0(t,:Mt")> = 丄 neDiu) cosw(t'-t") du) (B.8) 
71 
J - 0 0 
where stationicity of ^(t), i.e. , )> = <^(t-t' )/w(0)> has 
been used. Integration of eq.(B.8) for t, and t" gives 
「 w 
<[X(t)-X(0)]2> 二 丄 滅 ( 1 - 二 ) do; (B.9) 
d - 0 0 
00 
= 丄 f 灭 e D … ） ( 1 ~ c o s ⑷ d c ( B . 1 0 ) 
J 0 
where the evenness of D(cj) has been used to obtain eq. (B. 10), the 
derivative of which with respect to t gives 
d<[X(t)-X(0)]S = 丄 [ 触 ⑷ sincut d。 （B.ll) 
dt n ,、2 
Ct) . 0 
Inverting again the transform in eq. (Bll), one finds 
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00 
^ , W r . . d<[X〔t)-X(0)]2> 
灭总 D(cj) = dt sinwt ^ IB. 12J 
J 0 
2 f , 
= — ^ coswt <[X(t)-X(0)]S dt (B. 13) 
J 0 
By the Kramers-Kronig relation, one can relate the imaginary part 
of D((j) to its real part ： 
00 
I m D ⑷ … 丄 4 y , ? d o / ( B . 1 4 ) 
7 1 0 ) - 0) 
-co 
provided that |D(w)丨/M — 0 as M oo and T denotes principal 
part. By using the identity 
「 ① 
丄 产 t do/ = coswt (B.15) 
n 0) - 0) 
J - 0 0 
and then add up the two parts, one can then obtain D(w): 
2 f 
D((j) = — ^ exp(-iwt) <[X(t)-X(0)]2> ^^ (B. 16) 
2 • 
0 
Changing the parameter w to the usual form of LT by letting 
⑴ 一icj, eq. (1.3. 10) is obtained. Furthermore, the conductivity 
is given by the usual relation 
(TCW) = n^ ejLt(w) 
from which eq.(1.3.9) can also be proved. 
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Appendix C Sampling from a Distribution 
Picking variates from distributions is a crucial step in Monte 
Carlo simulation and there are a lot of methods to do so, with 
each one usually suitable to apply to a particular kind of 
distribution. For example, there are various rejection techniques, 
though the most efficient way is direct calculation from a uniform 
random number. For the numerical simulations performed in section 
2.2, we have to pick samples from the anomalous distributions in 
Model I， II and III, 
p(W) = (1 - , 0 < W < 1 , a < 1 (C.l) 
p ( l ) = 玲 r ( i + 玲 ） , 1 ^ 1 , p > 0 (C.2) 
and that in Model III is the same as (C.2). We will demonstrate 
below how we can do this. 
The method is—to equate p(x)dx to where U(?) is the 
uniform distribution on [0,1]: 
( 1 C € [0,1] 
U(^) = \ (C.3) 
V 0 otherwise . 
For (C.l), this condition gives 
p(W)dW = (1 - a)W"° d^W = d? . (0.4) 
Integrating, and then solve for W， 
1 
W = (C.5) 
is then a variate from p(W). Similar procedures gives for (C.2), 
1 
1 = ( 1 - 5 ) 艮 • ( C . 6 ) 
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Appendix D Scaling Form of P (s) in Ordered System 
n 
Firstly, the general scaling relation between the 
autocorrelation function P (t) and the mean-square displacement 
0 
given in eq.(2.1.27) is shown. The derivation is similar to that 
for the corresponding LT functions, leading to eq. (3.2.7). We 
start with the scaling assumption for the probability density, 
V t ) = V t ) (D.l) 
where L(t) = is the diffusion length and is stated and 
shown to be correct in section 3.3. Normalization of P^(t) 
requires that 
1 二 h ⑴ = V t ) (D.2) 
n = -co n = - 0 0 
Changing the summation to integral, one finds 
P+oo 
1 = P (t) L(t) dy G(y) (D.3) 
0 
J -00 . 
This gives 
P (t) ~ L(t)-i 〜 < x 2 ( t )严 （D.4) 
0 
which is the desired result. 
In the LT domain, as was discussed in section 3.2 and 3.3’ we 
also have a similar scaling assumption : 
V s ) = V s ) ⑴.5) 
where 
^(s) = 2sP (s) . (D.6) 
^ 0 
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We want to show that F(z) is a pure exponential in ordered system, 
the distribution of transfer rates of which is a delta function, 
p(W) = 5(W - n . (D.7) 
The general solution of P (s) for this case had been stated in 
n 
ref. [ 2 ] , 
1 2r 
P (s) = (D.8) 
n [s(s+4r)]iZ2 I s + 2r + [s(s+4r)]iZ2J 
the inverse LT of which is 
P (t) = exp(-2rt) I (zrt) (D.9) 
n n 
Which is identical to that stated in section 1.1 and I (x) is the 
n 
modified Bessel function. By noting that in (E.8), 
P (s) 二 (D. 10) 
° [s(s+4n 严 ， 
we have 
p (s) = p^(s) \ -y 
n 0 I s + zr + P (S)-” 
0 
= p (s) expf Inlr Inizr? (s)) 一 in[l+(s+2r)P ( s ) ] ) 
Q 、 L 0 U 
^ P (s) exp「一丨n|(l + sp (s)' 
0 L 0 」 
~ P (s) expr-|nls? (s)' 
0 L 0 
〜Po(s) e x p ( - ^ ) . (D.ll) 
Hence, 
F(z) = exp(-lzl) . (D.12) 
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Appendix E Explicit Form of the Lattice Green Function 
The Green functions in eq. (4.2.14) and (4.2.15) are calculated 
as the inverse of the matrix [H-s] and [H -s' ] respectively and 
their explicit expressions are presented in this appendix. For the 
first one, [H-s] can be partitioned into four blocks as H itself, 
with the two off-diagonal blocks equal to unity matrix. Hence the 
inverse of it can be evaluated using standard formulae and in 
particular, we write out the upper diagonal block of G•(二 (s) as 
that corresponds to the subspace survived under the decimation. We 
will use the following notations : 
<T = s + 1 + c ( t' = + 1 + e (E. 1) 
1 1 1 1 , 
(T = s + 1 + e , CT' = s' + 1 + e , (E. 2) 
2 2 2 2 
A = (s + 1 + e - e 2 . (E.3) 
i 1 1 ' 
= (s + 1 + e )2 - e 2 . (E.4) 
2 2 2 
The submatrix is symmetric, and the ten independent components are 
1 f ^ 1 
G(n) = _ 1 」 - C T U - - V 
D (s+1)^ ij 1 S+1 , 
o 
e P CP f €\2 . 1 
G(n) = 1 + 」 f 丄 - o O 
01 D (s+l) A 1 , ^s+1 V 
o 2 ^ A ^ J , 2 
e c 广 (T , 1 
G(n) = - _ L J U + —(— - 1 
02 D (s+l)A 1 A ^s+1 V 
o 2 L. 2 J , 
2 
e e 
P(n) 1 2 
G = 
D (s+l)^A , 
o 2 
132 
2 2 2 
(T +e 2c (T 2 0* 
^(n) 2 2 / 1 、 不 丄 2 2 / 1 、 __2 
G = ( - CT 1 $ + 7- - (T _ —T 
11 T^  A 2 、S + 1 1 n A 3 ^S + 1 1」 A。 
D A D A 2 
o 2 o 2 
^ 2 2 
2e cr ^ s , (T +e 、 1 2 e^ 
12 ^ ,2 U + 1 ^iJ 1 A M 2 ^S + 1 A 。 ， 
D A 2 ^ u A 2 
o 2 o 2 
^13 =。02 ’ 
G(n) = G ( n ) , 22 11 
广（n) _ ^(n) 
Lr = la ’ 
23 01 
O O ^ 
…（ E . 5 ) 
where 
3 r CT 、 f e \ 2-
D = [ — — r - cr 1 —T— - cr 
o (s+1 V ^ 1 ‘ 八 




$ = f_!i - (T 1 f J - - cr 1 - c ^ (E.7) 
少 1 A 1 ^s+1 U 1 . 
乂 2 
Similarly, the components of G(〔i) (s') are found to be 
2 
(T € f (T 、 
(n-1) 二 丄 」 „ U - - (S’+l) 
00 小 1 2 De 卜1 J , 
(n-1) 二 龟 
^ 01 D A 2 , 
e 1 
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